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"Ifs A Different Story:

Eyewitness Reports On Beale St. Slaying
Scenes From Dramatic Battle On Beale Which Ended In Death And Injury

BEALE STREET DEATH
SCENE — The feet in the photo at left belong to persons

who came to the edge of the
sideoalk on Beale at Hernando to look into the gutter

where shooting of Officer
George W. Hutchinson and
Jesse Parker took place It.st

Encircled blood spot marks
place of shootIng. inset i a
spot on wall of Pantaze Drug
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store where a bullet entered. Police detectives examine
one of the pistols used in the
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before Patrolman T. A. Robertson shot Parker to death
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1956

lop Officials:

shooting in next picture as a
large crowd gathers. In final picture, Capt. W. W. W11

kinson, right, homicide chief,
discusses shooting with Commissioner Claude Armour.

Witness Tells
How Man Slain
When Patrolman T. A. Robertson pumped three fatal
bullets into a Negro still scuffling with Robertson's partner, whom the man had already shot twice with the officer's own gun, Patrolman Robertson had already moved
the pistol his victim had used out of range of the two
struggling men, an eye-witness

told this paper. .
"I was coming up Hernando toThe shooting happened last ward Beale when this squad car
Thursday morning about 11:15 on met me. A man was standing on
Beale at Hernando when Patrol- the corner against the pole. By
men Robertson and George W. the time I reached the corner and
Hutchinson sought to question Jes- turned west toward Third, the
se Parker, 47, of 158 Pontotoc, squad car had circled and was
while out to investigate a disturbSee WITNESS, Page 2
ance report.
Friday the Shelby County Grand
Jury cleared Patrolman Robertson, labeling the shooting as
"justifiable homicide."
Details of how the shooting occurred rts given by police and
the eye-witness, whose name the
Investigation of a deeth first
Tri-State Defender failed to get thought accidental has resulted
in
the day of the shooting, vary quite a murder charge against a 24sharply.
•
year-old man. He pleaded not
POLICEMEN'S STORY
guilty.
The policemen's account:
The murder charge against ErPatrolman Robertson said he nest Lee Harris, of 1461 Ash, in
jumped from the parked police car the Nov. 24 death of Ruben Logand was helping Officer Hutch- gins, 29, of 2415 Shasta, was placinson subdue Parker when Of- ed last week.
ficer Hutchinson's revolver fell
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson said
, from its holster.
Loggins was found in a semi-un"He suddenly became like a conscious condition on Nov. 24 lywild man and was as strong as a ing in Tunica street near Chelsea.
bull," Officer Hutchinson is quot- Police first thought the man
had
ed. Parker broke away from the just fallen and hit his
head on
officers, picked up tbe gun and the pavement.
said, "I'll kill you, you . . ."
Loggins was taken to Kennedy
They say Officer Hutchinson General hospital where he died
grabbed the barrel of the gun last Wednesday. An autopsy
and Parker fired twice, putting one showed he had a mouth injury
CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) — bullet through the policeman's and
a skull fracture.
Representatives of a pro-segrega- right hand and another through
Negro Detectives Ben Whitney
tion group sought unsuccessfully the flesh of his right thigh.
and Nelson New learned that Logto address students at integrated
Officer Robertson said he then gins and Harris had argued and
Clinton High school, yesterday drew his own pistol and fired once, fought the
day the man was found
charging the teen-agers were not
"He turned and waved the pis- lying in the street.
properly advised on their "con- tol at me, so I shot two more PLEADS
NOT GUILTY
stitutional rights."
times. Then he fell."
Capt, Wilkinson said the murder
The students were told by Coun- ,Parker died en route to John charge was placed against Harris
ty Attorney Eugene Joyce that Gaston hospital and Officer Hut- after he admitted striking Logcertain "misbehavior" would not chinson was treated at Methodist gins in the mouth and saying the
man fell, striking his head on
be tolerated in the future, and hospital.
the pavement.
any actions construed as efforts EVE-WITNESS REPORT
The Defender witness, who saw
Harris pleaded not guilty to the
to harass Negro students would
the mishap from the beginning, murder charge Monday when
be investigated by the FBI.
Agave this version:
he was arraigned in City court.
Seven Negro students returned
to the strife torn school Monday
and Principal D. J. Brittain said
two representatives of the pro-segregation Tennessee Federation
for Constitutional Government had
asked permission to address the

Give Position On Fuller Park
fill Be No
Barriers In
Park Area
Two top state officials gave tii,
Tri-State Defender their poi,'
tion last week on the rumored or,
dercover plot to "either impose
further Jim Crow at Fuller State
Park in Memphis or to take tl.,
park away from Negroes."
The information about the plot
was revealed to the Tri-State Defender a fortnight ago by a reAW)le source, whose identity canbe divulged.
.
When advised of the report, Commissioner Jim McCord, of the Con-

Gag Clinton Segregationists
I

Warned Not To S tir Up More Trouble
'SW

See FULLER PARK, Page 2

Mary Terrell
Fund Divided
In Washington
WASHINGTON — (AN?) —The
trustees and members of the sponsoring committee of the Mary
Church Terrell Fund voted unanimously in a recent meeting to disburse funds in the treasury to organizations working for civic improvement in the nation's capital.
The group agreed to donate $500
to the District of Columbia branch
qfilgje NAACP; $400 to the Washi111,5n branch of the Urban league;
$300 to the Washington Housing association; and $300 to the National Association of Colored Women
for local use for the Community
Improvement project.
The balance in treasury, which
amounted to $256.82, after expenses, was deposited for Gse on the
100th anniversary birthday celebration for Mrs. Mary Church
Terrell in 1963.

Hundreds Call
For Fair-Play
KNOXVILLE — Hundreds of
citizens in Knoxville called for
fair-play in the integration situation at Clinton, Tenn., last week.
On "Human Rights Day" they
signed a "declaration of conscience" backing the elimination
of segregation at Clinton.
Sponsoring the move were,the
Ministerial Association, the
Table chapter of the NaI.
tinnal Conference of Christians
and Jews, and the United Church
Women, of Knoxville and Knox
county.

Says Not Guilty
In Murder Case

No School
Rally Plan
Of Pro-Segs

See CLINTON, Page 2

CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL,
Clinton, Tenn., reopens its
doors and Negro students attend classes without incident
at the strife-torn school. In

top photo group of students
walks to school while in background newsmen interview
other students. in lower photo, Anderson County Attorney

Eugene L. Joyce (standing at
left) tells student assembly
that the school board faculty
would pass on to the FBI any
actions construed as a violation

of the injunction barring interfering with integration at the
Clintorf school. Defender staff
photos.

Good Christian Way
To Use 2Christmas Car
By STAFF WRITER

Still got the price of a Christmas card?
If so, why not get off one to a troubled little Tennessee town called Clinton.
It might prove a good Christian way of letting the
people of goodwill at Clinton know that the honor and dignity of their stand for law and
democracy has not gone by un- low -abiding spirit, how about adnoticed.
dressing it to one man who is
And since you can't send one quite symbolic of the town's good
to every single individual who has will sentiment.
shown a courageous, Christian and
We think of a small man of

medium height with a soft voice tion at Clinton High.
I
and an attitude of deep sincer- Certainly no other indiyidual carity. You can reach him by writ- ried more of Clinton's desegregaing: —
tion troubles on his shoulders
Mr, D. J. Brittain, jr,
since those early hectic days of
Principal,
this school term when a minority
of the people chose to defy the law
Clinton High school
to maintain segregation.
Clinton, Tenn.
Probably no other man so sym- Principal Brittain was neatly
bolizes the stand taken by Clin- trapped in the middle where he
ton's people • of goodwill — in could quit, or fight for the supthe face of all types of vicious, port of the white students and
violent and organized protests
against court-ordered desegrega- ,See CARDS, Page 2

School Group
Elects Negro
To Committee

BTW Band To Herald
Powell's Appearance

The Booker T. Washington band will offer a program
of music between 7 and 8 pan. Dec. 14, in front of the
Metropolitan Baptist church, proceding the Tri - State
Bank of Memphis' 10th anniversary observation, at which
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell will be one of the
principal speakers.
The appearance of the band is
only one of the top features of
the program eagerly anticipated
by many citizens here.
An impressive program h a
been arranged for the observance
scheduled for 8 p.m., at the church
with Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor,
extending a welcome to bank representatives, numerous out-of-town
visitors invited and the general
public.
Dr. J. E. Walker, founder and
president of the Tri-State Bank
will serve as master of ceremonies. The LeMoyne college choir
will provide music. Speaking as a
representative of the citizens of
Memphis will he Rev. Blair T.
Hunt, pastor of Mississippi Blvd.
Christian church.
DYNAMIC FIGURE
A. Maceo Walker, executive
vice-president of the Tri - State
Bank, will introduce Rep. Powell.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — For the
first time in its history, the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools — at its recent
State meeting — elected a Negro
to its committee of 15.
Dr. Whitney M. Young, president of Lincoln institute, Lincoln
Ridge, Ky., as a result of his unanimous election, holds a permanent
seat on the committee with full
authority to pass on the accreditation of all high schools in Kentucky.
Through this contact, Dr. Young
will be given an opportunity to
hear the full story of what is happening in all the htgh schools of
the state — and will be in a position to act in a liaison capacity
between the races, as well as
Interpret certain aspects of the
school problems of Kentucky SS
The featured speaker is nationalthey relate to the two races.

ly-known as one of the most outstanding spokesmen in behalf of
civil rights for the Negro, He is
one of the nation's most widely
discuss political leaders, and is
pastor of one of the world's largest churches, Abyssinian Baptist
church in New York City. He is a
world traveler and rated as one of
the most eloquent and dynamic
orators on the American scent.
Other features of the bank's
Tenth Anniversary program will
be a statement on the "Tri-State
Bank's History" by Jesse H. Turner, cashier for the institution,
and a response to Rep. Powell's
address by Lt. George W Lee, a
vice president of the Tri - State
Bank, rid a widely - known political leader of Memphis. Rev. H.
C. Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive
CME church will deliver the invocation to start the program. The

public is invited.
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inton
(Continued from page 1)
studerct body.
AD LIBBING
The two men, Robert Hawns
and Willis Avery, said that "Joyce
did a lot of ad libbing and we
wanted to set the students straight
on their constitutional rights."
Brittain told the men he could
not let them speak to the students
unless they had permission of the
Anderson Copnty School Board.
The Tennessee Federation is defending 16 persons accused of violating a federal court order that
Negro students not be molested
in attending the previously allwhite high school.
Hawks ana Avery said the trial
In Knoxville, set for Jen. 28, "will
last a long, long time."
The defense they said, planned
to "go back eight years, to show
the machinations of certain parties prior to 1950," when court
action to admit the Negro- students
was first filed.

Praise Booker T. For
Ability. To Persuade

Witness
(Continued from page 1)

To

Pay Last Tribute
Popular _Local Dentist

pulling up on Beale in front of Pantaze drug store.
"The police on the right side
BOOKER WASHINGTON human rights than their own
pre- asked the man
(Parker) what's
BIRTHPLACE, Va. — Dr. G. Lake ferred weapons. Their
antagonism your name?
Dr. Floyd Levi Stephens died
Imes, former Secretary of Tuske- toward
I was still walking and
the use of persuasion is did
not hear his answer but I suddenly recently at his residence
gee Institute, who served five a great testim
onial to the power heard
the door open and looked of 149 Beale ave.
years under Booker T. Washing- that lies
behind it and to the man
Be was a member of the St.
around.
ton and 20 years under his suc- who used
it so skillfully in the
"About this time the police Stephens Baptist church, where he
cessor, Dr. Robert R. Moton, interests of his
people."
(Hutchinson) had put one foot out served as a deacon and super*
states that Washington was honIn the fifth of a series of aron the ground. Then the Negro lit tendent of' the Sunday school, of
ored last week and will always ticles issued
by the Booker T.
into him. He really jumped him. which Rev. 0. C. Crivens is pash, remembered for easing the ten- Washi
ngton Centennial Commisjumped him first. And they tor.
sions between the races folowing missio
n, as part of the year-long He
started to tussle.
He was a popular dentist with a
"First they were on the side- lucrative practice, a member
of
walk near the Pantaze Drug store the Shelby County Dental societ
y,
and Parker threw the policeman the Omega Psi Phi fraternity,
and
down. They rolled off the sidewalk a veteran of World War
I.
into the gutter. The other police
Dr. Stephens is survived by two
was still in the ear. He seemed to brothers, W. 3, Stephens, of
Hot
feel his partner would be able to Springs, Ark.; Guy Stephens,
of
handle it.
Girard, La.; Mrs. Georgia L. Wil"While they were tussling the liams of Monroe, La. and
Mrs.
police's pistol came loose in his Bertha Stephens Bryan, of Washholster and was sticking up, sort ington, D. C. and many relati
ves
of like a pencil would before fan. and friends.
ing out of your pocket.
His remains were sent to his
"Parker, who was on the bot- home in Girard, La., where intertorn now, saw the pistol and ment was made.
DR. FLOYD STEPHENS
grabbed it. He shot twice and
that's when the other policeman
(Robertson), jumped out and started around the front of the car.
"While he was coming around,
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Parker, still on the bottom on his
back with his head toward Third servation Department
, in Nash- their parents, support from a
street, laid the pistol on the side- ville said:
school board which at first was
DR. G. LAKE IMES
S. J. PHILLIPS
walk, probably hoping to get it
"I have heard nothing of this." somewhat timid, and for the sure
again
when he could get on top "There is and will be no
BEFORE GOING OFF to loin
It is our bel;ef after talk- e Civil War and helping to Goodwill Buildi
first day at school since being
encroece- pert of a community which was
ng Crusade in ob- of the polic
I his classmates at race strifeeman again.
ing with people in the South build a new South to replace the servance of the One
trent out there (Fuller State Park) divided in opinion.
escorted there last week by
Hundr
edth
"The
other
torn Clinton High school, Ron
policeman (Robert- whatsoever."
and observing the reaction slavery.
Res. Paul Turner, white, and
Anniversary of the birth of
He took his stand. He was calm.
son 1 came around and picked up
aid Hayden, 14, kisses h i s
to the various legal decrees Dr. Imes served Tuskegee In- late educator, Dr. Imes reviethe
the resulting closing of the
Gordo
n
H.
Turne
was optimistic. He demonstratr,
He
direct
of
or
ws
grandmother, Mrs. Frances
that one by one have knock- stitute for 25 years and knew Dr. the significant steps taken by the pistol and laid it over near State Parks, with office in Nash_ ed conviction. And he rallied supbuilding. It turned out to be a
the
drug
Wallace, goodbye. It was his
store wall then went to
peaceful day,
e, told the Tri-State Defend- port to him.
ed down the South's pecul- Washington intimately. "Booker Sidney J. Phillips, Centennial
iar symbols of racial superiority, Washington," he said, "was a President, and his organization to help his partner.
He did not do it ell. No one
"But Parker grabbed him too,
that desegregation of the buses genius in the art of persuasion, perpetuate Washington's idea Is
man could have.
OPEN
TO
BOTH
RACE
S
and all of them were at it for
will have a greater impact on He did not denounce those who and teachings.
But in addressing that Christ"I know nothing of th e report.
awhile but then Patrolman Robrace relations in the South than made their appeals to the law, "The same kind of service
mas card to Principal Brittain you
far
As
as
the
Divisi
to
on
of
Parks
ertson
got loose. He then went
to the courts, and to legislation. the South
any other decision.
are writing to:
and the nation," said around
on the street side with his is concerned, Fuller State Park
No other normal function of the "It is unfortunate that his de- Dr. Imes, "has been resumed
— That long list of leaders and
will
be
a
Negro park and Indian
by
average work-a-day man and wom- tractors could recognize no oth- Phillips who is a Tuskegee grad- pistol and got down on one knee village will not be
citizsns led by such names as
taken
out
of
an brings people into such juxta- er instrument in the service of uate, and a native of Alabama." and shot. Parker was still scuf- the park. All facilit
ies of Fuller Rev. Paul W. Turner, former Mafling under the other policeman
position as riding the local bus to
State Park will be opened to BOTH yor Lewallen and his. son, Edit
when
he
was shot.
and from work, t o and from
Horace V. Wells, jr., and ma
"Parker was handcuffed and RACES from 8 a. m. until 3
school, to and from the shoppme
p.
m.,
Monday through Friday, many odevs.
leaned against the front bumper
center, the movies or $o perform
— The courageous Negro stueach day during the winter. 'The
of
a car that was parked there.
some of the other activities of
dents and their parents.
area
will
proba
bly be open seven
The other policeman helped his
daily living.
— Gov. Frank Clement and Adj.
wounded partner up and leaned days a week during the summer."
THAT LOC.%L BUS
Gen, Joe Henry and his National
Fuller
State
Park
him against the wall of the drug
was set aside
Long idstance and interstate
several years ago by the state of! Guarders.
sctore
upff r
travel, even by bus, is luxurious
— Federal Judge Taylor and
Parke
;'s
er
r's having on the hand- Tennessee for the exclusive tme
compared to conditions on the avLaunching of a "Freedom Fund for Clinton"
the Justice Department.
of
Negro
es Albert F. Harris, of
to help
probably led to the call to
erage lortal bus.
— And ever; child and adult in
the "poor oppressed white people of Tennesse
e" last week the Defender from an unidentified Memphis is superintendent.
Here persons of various temlaw and democracy above a
sourc
e that a handcuffed man had SEGREGATIONISTS VIEW
peraments, of all walks of life are indicates pro-segregationists feel that true democracy in
way of unlawful actions.
been shot down by police.
thrust together in a mad serene action oppresses whites.
Recently Indian mounds (a
Remember this as you mail that
Accor
ding
to the story of the burial ground for India
ble for seats, even at times just
card. Many of these people who
ns)
were
Announcement of the fund accompanied
another by witness Parker was unarmed at discovered in the park area. Ac- have stood up for
for standing room.
peaceful desegthe time of the shooting. How- cording
Persons with jangled and fray- the Tennessee Federation of Conto the Tri-State Defender regation at Clinton woul
much
ever, according to the report informant,
ed nerves after a harrowing day stitutional Government that it will
certain interests see the rather have segregation. But
Jack Kershaw, federation vi c e
when
defend
about
Ander
the
16
son
"dist
coun
urban
ti
ce
ans
call,"
at work, hungry persons bert on
the discovery as a feature drawing the choice was put as
president also said that a wire man
they got it,
police were looking for was attraction
getting home to dinner as fast against charges of violatir.g a Fern' had been
they
for
chose the democratic
white tourists to
sent to FBI Director J. supposed to have
way.
been armed. Po- Memphis from
as possible, persons with aching eral injunction in the Clinton Edgar
Still got the price of a Christthroughout the naHoover, asking him to lice had not
school
desegr
egatio
been
n
case.
able
feet, or throbbing heads, persons
to
searc
h
tion.
mas
card?
make a full and impartial inves- Parker,
the witness said.
breakfastless trying to compensate
The segregationists feel that
tigation of the racial distarbances
it
It turned out Parker was not
for minutes overslept, persons with and don't wash. I just can't stand
wouldidt be wise to have tourists, city, and will
at Clinton. He specifically named the man
use their influence
wanted in the "disturb- especi
hangovers or others still in their being near them."
11 TWO OF THE NEGRO girl
ally from the South, see to obtain compl
the NAACP.
rock throwing by race haters
ance call" and no wife was listed
iance with the law
CUPS, rude persons, snobbish perIt has probably never occurred
Si students are shown enterine
Negroes en a semi-integrated
Kersh, said in addition to
and segregationists. A U. S.
bas- m the matter.
a among his relatives.
sons, bullies — all of them are to this woman that most of the
the Clinton High school buildis
itthe
park.
number of prominent Tennessee' Capt. W. W.
mar -hall and other federal auAmong those who called for li •
Wilkinson,
jammed in the local bus.
food she eats in Public places i5 attorn
it hes for classes. All nine of the
The spokesman said some segre- ing of the
eys, counsel will include At- chief, headed the invest homicide
thorities were on band to see
barriers on parks I
It
igatio
rocks
n
handl
and
it rolls as it traand gationists felt the
ed at some stage by Ne- torney
!, Negro students boycotted the
park should be week were. Lt. George W.
General 9ugene Cook of went before the grand jury.
that the students were not
verses the streets, stops short or p,rees.
school for a week when they
taken
from Negroes or restric- businessman and
Georgia, Atty. Gen. John
harmed and that the streets
Parker's relatives include a sisveteran political
suddenly lurches forward throwing
Ben
A man said: "I am going to buy McLeo
became the victims of egg and
tions placed on their visits
d, Birmingham attorney. ter, Miss Sallie Pennington
were clear of mobs.
to leader; Dr. J E. Walker, busiits passengers about like ice cubes, an automobile tomorrow becau
, of Chi- the proposed
se TENNESSEE
indian village, such nessman and political
cago; two aunts, Mrs. Ella Johnin a mixer.
ATTORNEYS
leader;
I don't want my daughter-in-11w
as are in effect at the
Tennessee attorneys who will as- son, of 294 S. Fourth, and Mrs.
zoo and Jesse Turner, Cashier of Tri-State
PERSONAL MATTER
whose husband is overseas to be
fairgr
ounds.
Negroes are permit- Bank; Rev, H. C.
As strongly as adults feel about exposed to Neerces on the buses. sist include Tom Gore, Robert Nancy Hurst, of 2147 Curry, end a ted to
Nabrit, pase
attend these attractions only tor of
"
First Baptist church Lau.
school desegregation, they are
Regardless how baseless are the Boyce and Sims Crownover of cousin, Miss Mattie Rankin, of one day per week.
derdale, and Rev. S. A. Owen, pasMemphis and Sen. Charles Stale- 126 Benford.
not personally involved. Except fears white folks have regard
A number of Negro leaders
ing back of
Qualls funeral home had the
in tor of Metropolitan Baptist church.
for their interest in their chil- Negroes, they still repres
Somerville.
the
community expressed no stir- Park
ent
Fourteen men and two women, body.
Superintendent Harris said
dren, school integraticn could be difficult emotional hurdles
prise at the rumored devel
that
opment. that white citizens are already
some of them accused of being
a matter se'. merely academic con- must he surmounted if deseg
'They
re
made clear that they are visitio
"ring leaders" in a movement
g the Indian mounds in Fullcern.
gation is to take place.
for desegregatior of all parks
to
in er Park.
But with bus integration it's difWe do not feel, however, that harass Negro students from the
Clinton school, will be formally
ferent. It is very real to all who the implementation of the decisi
en
arranged at 9 Monday morni
have to depend on public trans- can be delayed pending the
ng
eduportatim, for it is they rather cation of whites to an accep
tance before U. S. District Judge Robthan their children or the person of integration.
ert L. Taylor in Knoxville.
The YWCA, of ITSO, Vance Avenext door who must make the actThey are charged with criminal
That is as silly as suspending
nue, is sponsoring the Memphis
justment required for desegrega- the laws against stealing
conte
mpt
for
violat
ing
a
until a
perma- Navy choir in
an hour of Christtion of the buses.
nent injunction, issued last
kle; temaniar can be cured.
•
SepActually there will be very littembe
Knowing in advance the probr by Judge Taylor, forbid mas music Friday night, Dec. 14,
- at 8 p.m. The
tle more contact between whims lems involved in
desegregating ding activities against peaceful in- Refreshments public is invited.
will be served at
and Negroes under desegregation buses offers a challenge
tegrat
ion
of Negroes with 700 YWCA
to the
, Vance Avenue Branch.
than there is now under
jim leariersh;p of the South, Negro and white students there,
Mrs. Marie Edge is directress
crow.
thT
white.
haye seen crowded buses in
Tee press, the church, the
South where Negroes in order schools, the eovernrnent
all have
WASHINGTON AND
to get to the rear had to scnieeze a responsibility that
is inescapbetween whites standing in the able.
aisles.
The die is cast; the issue settled,
Had there been no jim crow,!the Supreme Court has
ruled and
By C WILSON HARDER
they could have stood lip front integration is the law of
the land.
and not had to disturb others
Further agitation of the question
SHORTLY BEFORE eeplainpal, look over the copy of the
It is quite possible that in the heaviest recipients of the
standing in the aisles.
is needless irritation of a festier
trig its meaning to 591 Clinton
$70,federal injunction which calls
new Congress there will be quite 000,0000,000 in foreig
The contact between two person , ing sore.
n aid exFlesh school students at an ass
a different attitude toward for- tracted from American
a halt to the hsracsment of the
taxpayseated next to each other is not
sembly, Eueene L. Jos
eign relations.
1n•
Negro students and any inter•
ers, they refused to heed the renearly so close as when one trim
•• *
derson County attorney, and
quests
of Washington not to start
ference with their attendance
to thread through the crosvded.
The foreign aid programs for a shooting
D. I. Brittain. jr., the princi. ills probably
at the school.
one thing, which have soaked up a tribute tofracas
narrow aisle of a bus.
American integrity
billions in American taxes, will that they starte
But reason is no part of prejud shooting withbe subjected to a long hard look. out letting this countr
y know in
dice. 'The Montgomery Advertiser
It is also quite,:
Mrs. H. H. Culpepper, evangelthe
knowl
edge that if America
on the da ythe decision was handpossible that a
had known their intentions in adist of Progressive Baptist church,
, close scrutiny
ed down sent a reporter out to
vance, a protest would have been
will be the missionary speaker at
will be given
get reactions from the man on the
registered.
3 p. m., Sunday, Dec, 16, at
the United Na•••
street..
Trinity CME church, Rev, P. G.
tions.
The nationwide membership
One woman said: "I think it's
*
•
•
of National Federation of IndeHentrel, pastor.
a disgrace. Negroes smell had
Action by
pendent Business has on several
The public is invited to attend,
England and
occasions voted to curtail forFrance in pro
eign aid expenditures.
ceeding with
•••
While perhaps some have
armed might
taken this to mean that the naagainst Egypt , , ardor
without UN sanction could well tion's independent businessmen
have great reverberations on are Isolationist, or against spending money for the promotion of
Capitol Hill.
•••
peace, these opinions have been
In fact, it rankles in many grossly in error.
•••
quarters that these two nations,
Independent businessmen, opsupposedly standing shoulder to
shoulder with the U. S. in hold- erating at the grass roots level,
ing down uprisings, pulled a have a sense of direction often
lost in the raritled atmosphere
sneak punch.
of bureaucracy. Thus, they know
•••
Two of the nation's most in- that nothing is accomplished by
fluential senators have already bribes or blackmail, whether it
expressed doubt over continu- be securing new customers, or
ance of foreign relations on the securing the peace.
•••
same old basis.
And it is ironical that arms
•••
bough
Sen. William George (D., Ga.) presert with American gifts to
feels Anglo-British action will breac ve the peace were used to
h the peace.
cause the end of NATO. Sen.
•• *
William Rnewland (R., Cal.)
Thus, many bureaucrats feel
feels it means the end of the that England and France played
United Nations.
a dirty trick on the U. S. . . .
•-"'
•• *
kind of a biting the hand that
Tennessee's 4-11 Club Forestry award winner for 1956,
Richard Crider of HuntingNeither of these Senators, it feeds them on a multi-billio
don, was Chicago bound as he boarded the train
nrecently to attend the National
should be said, look with favor dollar scale.
44-i Club Congress in the Windy City. The 16-year-old
high
school
on
Egypt'
senior
Nasser
s
won
.
But
the
the
•
•
re•
State award and trip for his work in preventing soil
sort by individual nations to
But along the Main Streets of
pine trees. Seeing Richard off were Carroll County erosion by planting 9,000
armed force perils the peace of America it was expected. This
and R. E. Maxwell, representing Southern Bell TelephoAgent Robert G. Powell. left,
ne and Telegraph Company,
the entire world.
Main Street sentiment, Wag igsponsor of the Forestry Program and donor of the award
100 PROOF ALSO AMAMI AT $O PROOI
prises. These included
•••
nored by Congress, will be hard
!ea $20 scholarships to runners-up, a $50 seengs
Yet,
despit
bond
e the fact that Eng.- to shunt aside in the comin
to junior winner, Phillip
DISTIL
LED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRA
Bunts if Pikeville, and Richard's expense-paid trip.
g
L
land and France have been the session.
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO.,division SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U. S. A.
(.•
Y•Atritlen
of JAMES B. BEAM DISTILL
lel .4,1W Rastrm•
ING CO..
CLERMONT, WIWI

Impact Of
Bus Edict
Very Great

Fuller Park C..alscis

Freedom'Fund Opened
For Whites In Clinton

Navy Choir At
YMCA Dec. 14

Mixes with

an
ything

"SMALL BUSINESS"

Evangelist At
Trinity Sunday

Memphis
for 7 favorite
straight
years
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Sinfonietta Concert Presented At Melrose To 4,000 Students
The Sinfonietta concert which the orchestra.
lion of a sinfonietta, pointing out, symphony.
chestral Society, a group of cis- and time and interest to the prowas presented before some 4,000
Mr le Frank, in response to a that in its simplest terms, the I The Memphis sinfonietta
group lc minded citizen, who give volun- motion of good music in MemNegto pupils at Melrose High mestion, gave a simple defuti.a word
"sinfonietta" means a small is soolisored by the Memphis Or- tary support is the form of money
phis. Thanks to the interest of
school !ast week is still the subthese groups the sinfonietta conject of favorable and widespread
certs are being made available to
comment in Memphis.
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis TsIogro public school chilIt was the first such concert of
dren this sear. Future concerts
serious music presented on such
art- planned for Booker T. Washa ,cate to Negro children in the
ington High school on Feb 12. and
Memphis city school system.
Manass-as High School or: March
The reponse of children and
16 Each concert will be renderTwo citizens of Clinton, Tenn.
The other gentleman of Clinton adults (the teachers and parents
ed at 2:30 in the afternoon, with
stand out this week as heroes in who demonstrated the Christ-like who accompanied many of t he
children from the other schools
the eyes of thousands of Ameri- coseept of Christianity is R e v. children) was so enthusiastic as
attending.
.
can citizens who want to see the Paul Turner, 33, pastor of First to call forth the praise of the sponIn response to an observatrue democratic way of life prevail Baptist church, the largest congre- sors of the event and the gratition about music tastes among hified comment of Mr. Vincent de
An the Southland and this nation of gation in Clinton.
cal Negroes Mr. de Frank recallFrank, conductor of the sinfoniet•
ours.
For escorting six Negro students
ed that during auditorium conThese two men. we feel, are ex- to the school last week he was ta group which rendered the concerts of the olo Memphis Symcert.
emplary of the good and courage- beaten by a gang of hate peddlers.
phony Orchestra, Negroes h a d
Mr De Frank who has been c)nous, who do not believe in com- Rev. Turner escorted the students
been conspicuous at the programs.
promising that which is right by because he didn't want harm to ductor of the sinfonietta orches-.
following the course of least resis- befall them. Yet, he fell victim Ira since it was organized several
tance, men who desire to render of the very thing he successfully years ago was favorably impressOhio, aiter four years of pastored by the reception given the
ate of the church, Rev. Fauntunbiased service to the total com- sought to prevent for others.
I Melrose concert. He said he was
elroy has served as director of
munity.
The great Frederick Douglass most impressed by their good orthe ''Cathedral Hour." of the NaOne Is Principal D. J. Brittain, I once said:
der and oehavior. And particulartional Broadcasting Company, a
alb, of Clinton high. He said recent- I "Gratitude
to benefactors is a ly was he impressed by the puprogram he originated; and as arWin speaking of the crisis at his well
recognized virtue, and to ex- pils' response to the music. To
ist for the Community Concert AsSTANDING
school:
ROOM
A
ONLY
of
the
Memphis
Orchestral
Socrowd can be seen in the
press it in some form or other, , the rhythmical strains of ".Tau
tend. Two others are slated for
sociation. lie came to Memphis
audience of students greeted
ciety. Vincent De Frank, ((in"Right now, I am the only per- however imperfectly, is a duty to Pizatta,' the children joined in
back.ground, First concert wss
Rooker 1'. Washington High and from the 150-year-old Clinton
a
Chapthe first of three orchestral
ductor of the MemphisSint°.
at n between these Negro pupils ourselves as well as to those who uniform sway. they moved
held at Melrose High school
Manassas High in February
Mr. de
el AME Zion church in Charlotte,
concerts slated for Negro pub.
Pnd those people. (He referred to have helped us."
nietta is in the spotlight here.
with students front several
and March. (Withers Photo.)
Frank when they sang "Silent
N. 1'.
lie schools under sponsorship
the Kasper segregationist group).
Some of the large student other schools permitted to at
Certainly Mr. Brittain and Rev. Night" to the accompaniment of
Funds raised during the benefit
I am going to do my duty as I see Turner have aided us directly in
concert
will be used for general
it, at least for this year."
our struggle for first class citizenoperation and for the continued
He didn't bow to the segrega- ship
development of the youth departtionists He didn't issue statements
The most cherished season of the
ment. During the 1956 memberdenouncing the Supreme Court year, when we remember "Peace
ship enrollment. Abe Scharff Y.
ruling on school integration, as oc- on earth and Goodwill toward all
M. C. A. Branch fell short at its
curreo in Texas and Kentucky. Ra- men" is here.
financial goal by $3.000 and is in
ther. as an educator, he faced
We can show our gratitude to
need of supplementary funas to
the issue of the day calmly and these two outstanding leaders in a
ATTACKED BY FIVE IN ALLEY
round out the year without a detook his stand to do whatever he small way by sending them a yule
Abe Scharf) Branch of the Ensemble will be featured in will be Rev. G. Kinwood FauntA 42-year-old man who claimed Sellers last week. Pleading guilty
ficit, Swingler said. No admiscould to obtain compliance with card, a telegram or brief letter of
that he accidently fired a pistol to the charge of carrying a pis- Young Men's Christian Association Christmas Carols, and Spirituals. elroy, minister of Warner Temp- sion is being charged for the conthe law.
will present its annual Benefit Tea Mrs. Bernice Stroud William::, head le AME Zion church. Recent*, asappreciation,
•
injuring
one of five persons who tot was Billy Sherrod, 42, of 754
cert, only patrons donations.
For this he has been constantly
and Concert Sonday atternoon, of tha Rosebud Kindergarten scho signed to Warner Temple as sucThereby we too would be dem- attacked him
in an alley was fined S. Orleans, who said he was gangharassed by students in his school snstraiing sincere Christ-like
Dee. 18. between 4 and 7 o'cloch. will be at the piano.
spirit
cessor is Rev. W.C. Ardrey who
and by citizens of the community. %% mild be imparting inspiration for $50 and sentenced to six months ed near Linden and Turley.
Members ot the newly organiz- Guest artist for the concert k beim: transferred to
in
lue
workhouse
Toledo,
by
Judge
Perry
Wien the outsider, John Kasper, furtherance of job well done.
ed YMCA Ensemble will be preUNUSUAL TWIST IN ARKANSAS CASE
moved in Principa 13rittain was
You may address your correI An unusual twist has developed nity are giving financial hacking
trapped between a hard core group spondence to Prncipal D.
in the case of Frank Simmons, 63- to Simmons' defense, The farmo Intolerant residents and later
jr., Douglas Lane, Clinton,
s indoctrinated youths, in (te- Tenn., and to Rev. Paul Turner, year-old farmer of Arkansas, who or said he shot the trio when he
nting the few Negro students pastor, First Baptist church, Clin- is on trial in Ashley Circuit Court found one white man embracing
in Arkansas, for the slaying of the colored woman, and heard one
seeking an education at home.
ton, Tenn,
George Wells, 32, 'tad Fred Wat- white man order him killed. "I
kins, 45, both white and of Ham- got scared and shot them." Simburg; and Hattie Mae Williams,' roons said.
An original Christmas miracle and their three daughters, (their
The good name of Tennessee is democratic atmosphere as hereto- Negro, White folk in the comrratplay. "The Little Star That Nev- son is with the Canadian Navy)
WORKS UP TOP HEAD OF STEAM
headed for more smears. Come the fore
er Shone" will be presented by several members
According to police William Ri-I right manager, Wesley E. Burchof the Memphis
We are proud of the Vols outSugar Bowl date in New Orleans,
WKNO-TV on Dee. 20, Thursday 1Junior League will
chardson worked up a terrific; am. to attempt to find his wife
help with the
standing
grid
record.
But,
we
feel
at 8 p.m.
the University of Tennessee Vs
head of steam when he didn't find' by telephone, then while waiting
puppets.
it is unfortunate that the officials
This story is a reverent ap- This half-hour
hs estranged wife at 636-G Thom- pumped a slug in a keg. Richardare slated to see action in the of the University of
play will bring
Tennessee find
proach to the theme of the Nativ- old anti new
classic. The state of Louisiana has it i.npi tactical to protest such bi- as recently. He shot up a tire on son was given almost three years
Christmas Carols toity
and
was
written
by Dora Vel- gether in a touching story
seen fit to enact legal (St a t e) ased pattern set by Louisiana in her parked auto; went into the in the Panal Farm to think his beof one
lernan a few years ago. First pre- little star who helped
barriers which will prevent Ne- sports, by refusing to play under Spot Cafe, of 942 Jefferson a havior over and fined $50, after
others and
sented
on
television
few
days
by
the
later
forced
and
t h e leading guilty.
Can- forgot herself. What became of
groes from seeing the game in a Itha conditions imposed.
adian Broadcasting Corporation on her, and how
CASE OF AN EYE FOR EYE
she helped will be
Christmas day 1953, this play has told with dialogue
Robert Martin, 29, of 945 Nora of 21 East Virginia and during the
and songs and
become a classic production with beautifully
Road, registered his dislike for be- row Wilson suddenly struck Marcostumed puppets in
Leo
and Dora Velleman,
sets designed by Art Director Roy
Despite Louisiana's resistance to done this if the pattern had not tag struck by a dock foreman who tin with a heavy band stapler.
Though their children rarely Cotner. The music will
claimed
to
last
boss
be
his
week,
Martin
be specialstruck
back
with
t
h
e
giving equitable treatment to Ne- been set in other ways and in othhelp with the puppets, each year ly prepared
by slashing Lawrence Wilon, 19, of shears. The young foreman was in
by the ensemble of
groes, there obviously is sanction
that the "Little Star" has been Christ Methodist
church, direct(and this is not in the least un- er walks of life by their elders. 320 East McLemore with a pair critical condition at St. Joseph hos'presented, as many of the family ed by Dr. George
According
shears
when
hit.
to
E. ?duns, Minof
ptal.
the
Yet,
•Id
hyocrites
Martin
have
retaliatafter
the
ran
esual) to "integration after dark."
as are near have helped with the ister
of Music and the production
Last week in New Orleans, a group brazen effrontery to criticize the police the argument between the ing and later surrendered to police.
production.
will be directed by Howard Holt.
lust-filled university white fra- immorality of the Negro when they two started at Cook Trucking Co., I
30 PUPPETS
FAUNTELROY
KIMWOOD
ASSAULTED
GIRL,
This will be a half hour given
DR.
15,
illytoo
brothers tk
k it on them- foster it with a smirk and a shrug,
There are 30 puppets specially to the traditional
human values
!yes to take a trashy Negro wom- and cry out when the decent Ne- Police were investigating a re- said that the boy choked her with
sented for the first time in con- ' built for this play and such help that hate made Christmas t
he
an prostitute to their fraternity gro seeks only to improve his eco- ;to t from a 15-year-old girl last a towel and forced her into her
has
always been needed. Th i s lasting special day in the
cert during the program, accordlives
of ,
house for obvious purpose.
nomic, and educational status in week that she was criminally at-I bedroom.
ing to Lewis 0. Spingler, executive year in addition to the Velleman all people of good will.
tacked by a 15-year-old boy. She,
These youngsers would not have the community.
secretary of the Abe Scharff Y.
M. C. A. Branch.
"The .7ingcrs will offer the first
of their series of selections at 5:30.
Under the direction of Pt of.
Thomas E. Doggett, bandmaster at
Hamilton High school, the YMCA

by 1. Alex Wilson

These Two Deserve Our Gratitude

I

Brief

Roundup Of News

Yuletide Benefit Concert Slated
By YMCA To Feature Fauntelroy

Yule Mirade Play
To Be Seen On WKNO

Another Smear For Tennessee

OPEN
'TIL
9
'TIL

Integration After Dark'

O

CHRISTMAS

Xmas Tree Warning:
Hanging Star Risky;
Fires Are Dangerous

your

or•
tecouse we
you
number
proud to
send
friends, we
omong our sincere thanks for
a
greeting ond
patronage.
this
0nd
friendship

216 SO. MAIN

CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Open Monday thru Saturday 'til CHRISTMAS

Don't risk seeing stars when
you try to hang a star on the
top of your Christmas tree.
This warning comes from the
National Safety Council, because
Christmas accidents contributed to
the 14,000 deaths from home falls
last year.
Use a sturdy stepladder, place
it as close to the tree as possible, and be careful when you reach
for the farthest branch.
The Council points out that the
holiday season brings many fall
hazards — placing decorations,
toys underfoot, boxes and wrappings laid "temporarily" on stairs,
slippery walks outside.
WATCH YULE FIRES
Another danger of the holiday
season is fire.
"The Christmas tree, filled with
natural pitch and resin, is one
of the most combustible objects

powerful electric lights and other
sources of heat,
(4) Use only electric lights, and
be sure they bear the UnderwritLaboratories label, Check
known," the Council says, "and er's
wires for defects and loose sockit can burn so quickly it is almost
before putting on tree.
impossible to extinguish t h e ets
Too many light circuits on
(5)
flames by ordinary methods. Inj
one nutlet may overload house wircase of tire, call the lire departing and blow a fuse. Reduce the
ment immediately."
load if this happens, or connect
EIGHT PRECAUTIONS
part to another circuit outlet. NevTo help prevent Christmas tree er Mese ise size of fuse, or subfires, the Council offers eight sim- stitute a penny for a blown fuse.
ple precautions.
(6) Be. sure ends of metallic
(1) Buy a fresh tree. Be wary of icicles or other decorations do
trees sold as "fireroof." A n d not dingle into light sockets Nv he re
dont' attempt to flameproof Christ- they can cause a short circuit and
mas trees with chemical solutions. flash fire.
(2) Keep your tree in a cold (7) Do not operate electric trains
place until ready to use it. Be- or other electrical toys, nth i c h
fore setting up the tree, saw off may spark, under tree.
diagonally at least an inch of (8) Take tree down when neetrunk and place base in water- dles start to fall. Dispose of old
containing holder, Keep w a ter trees in fire-safe areas outdoors
reservoir filled.
—never in furnaces, stove or fire(3) Locate tree well away from place, because they burn with
fireplace, radiators, television sets, almost explosive violence.

SEE THE NEW 1951

PLYMOUTH
At

AUTOMOBILE
SALES COMPANY

THE NEW
1951 Plymouth Is Styled For
The Years Ahead

ANNOUNCEMENT

1946 --- 10th ANNIVERSARY 1956
OF
TRI-STATE p5N.KS,reet
OF MEMPHIS
Proud Of Its 10 Years Of Service
To The People Of The Tri-State Area
Accounts Insured Up To $10,000
Assets Over $3 Million
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

W. A. ADKINS
District Manager of The

GOLDEN CIRCLE MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

COME I NAND SEE MANAGER WASHBURN,
YOUR COLORED SALES MANAGER
FOR BEST DEALS IN TOWN

Announces the

removal of its offices from 197 Reale
and convenient location
new
to its

546 VANCE AVENUE
Having recently completed arrangements and decorations of its spacious and elaborate offices, the general
public is invited to attend un

OPEN HOUSE PARTY
Sunday,December 16 from 3 Until 8 P.M.
SOUVENIRS AND REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EVERYONE
Arrangements have also been made to have on display
all four types of Funeral Services offered by the company

AUTOMOBILE
SALES COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters For Forty Years"

309 UNION

Phone JA. 3-1381

I
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TRI—STATE DEFENDER

ANCE0 M. FRANCISCO, assist
am band director at Tennessee
State university, Nashville, spent
last week at the Conrad Hilton
hotel in Chicago attending the
Mid-West Band clinic along with
3,000 other band directors from
48 states. He was chosen bass
clarinetist for the 100-piece band
selected from these directors as
a demonstration group.

SAT., DEC. 15, 1956

ed by Mrs. Etta Armstrong at 6
rENTECOSTAL TEMPLE OF
GOD IN CHRIST
At the Pentecostal Temple of SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
God In Christ. last Sunday, the
Speaking at Second CongregaRev. Calvin Williams, of New York tional church, Sunday, will be the school at 9:30 a.m., will be B. H.
spoke during the morning service Rev. J. T. Stanley of Greensboro, Holman.
at 1:15 a.m.
N. C. Rev. Stanley will speak at Rev. Quincy Billops will officiMrs. Effie Dockery will get serv- 11 a.m.
ate during the morning worship at
ices started Sunday at 9:30 a.m. The church school will be super- 11 a.m.
'She will supervise the Sunday vised by Miss Quanita Williamson The Baptist Training Union will
school. Assisting her win be Mrs. at 9:45 a.m.
be under the supervision of James
Mary PhiHis Malone, departmentPeoples
at 6:30 p.m.
Rev. John C. Mlekle is tho
al superintendent.
Evening service will be held at•
•minster.
Of highlight at 11:15 am., will,
GREENWOOD CME
be a stirring sermon by the pas- EMMANUEL, EPISCOPAL
The Greenwood CME church will
It will be the third Sunday in •
tor, Bishop J. 0. Patterson.
The Pentecostal Trebling Union advent for the Emmanuel Episconvenes at 6:30 p.m. Prof. Wil- copal congregation. Holy commuliam Taylor is the director. At 8 nion will be held at 7:30 a.m.
Willie Anderson will conduct the
p.m., the Evangelistic Hour will
hold its usual service Sunday. church school at 9:30 a.m.
Spotlighting it will bo a thought
Sung Eucharist and a sermon
provoking message by the pastor are scheduled for 11 a m. Father
Rev: J. E. Robinson. The sermon St. Julian Simpkins, the minister,
'will be delivered at 11 a.m.
will officiate.
Oliver Johnson, the superintendThere will he no evening service.
lent, will be in charge of the Sun- heard over 'WHEN( at
9:15 p.m.
day school at 9:30 a.m. The BapBETHLEHEM
BAPTIST
tist Training Union will be direct.
It will be a regular day for the
begin.
The radio broadcast entitled Bethlehem Baptist membership,
• 'The Pentecostal Hour" will be Sunday. Conducting the Sunday
ip
••
p 0•••la 0 0••0•••0 I•0•41•

Recipe otthe Week
44.4.44446,-

•
•
•
•
•
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•_
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••

College Seeks
To Change
Its Name
It will be Owen college, instead
of S. A. Owen Junior college, in
the near future, provided the Tennessee Secretary of State responds
favorably to a petition sent to him
from the local institution recently.
The school, named In honor of
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of Metropolitan Baptist church, is one
of the youngest colleges in the
state. It was chartered July 31,
1954.
President Levi Watkins. head of
the college, which is located at
370 S. Orleans, said the petition
to change the name is the first
step to be taken in a long range
plan to achieve accreditation as

These Passed On
The following persons died:
JAMES SUMNER, at Kennedy
Veterans Hospital, Dec. ; MRS.
LEATHA TYSON Jackson, Tenn.,
Dec 5, at John Gaston hospital;
a two-year college.
Already a sizeable student body
of local and non-local students attend the institution. A well-tracined sraff of teachers is also provided. Thy campus is spacious and
well appointed. No difficulty is anticipated in the name change.
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and
Arizona meet at a common corner, the site of a geological museum.

•
Woodst94,_Dee. 1; J. C. TOT.BERT, of 184 W. Norwood, Dec.
3; MRS. WILLIE B. FOWLER, at
Shelby County hospital, Dec 3;
MRS. LULA MAE GRANBERRY,
of 2155 Clayton, Dec. 3; TEMPLE
NICHOLS, at John Gaston, Dec. 3;
MRS ANNIE HARRIS, of 232 Prdine Circle, Dec 3; MR. BET.
TIE W. JEFFERIES, last week
MRS. OTTIE THOMAS, in Dallas, Texas, Nov. 30, MRS. MARTHA BOYD, of 1626 Grimes, Dec.
6; MRS. EMMA HENDERSON, at
John Gaston hospital, D e c. 6;
FRANK DIGGS, Dec. 5; MRS.
MARY E. HUNT, of 323 Beale ave.
Dec. 6; MRS. MARTHA JACKSON,
of 309 Hernando, Dec. 6 PERCY
LEE, Dec. 3; MRS. MINNIE MCDOWELL, of 605 Jessamine. last
week MRS ADELINE WALTON,
of 1194 Hollywood, Dec. 5.

RUSSELL FISHER, at Kennedy
Veterans hospital Dec. 5• MRS
BEULAH GLASS, Dec. 6; MRS.
LELIA LEWIS, of 933 Knight, Dec.
5; MRS. CARRIE MEDLOCK, at
John Gaston hospital, Dec. 5;
MRS. OLLIE FULLOVE MART!NIA, Dec. 2; CHARLIE SETTLES, of 8621 Ellis Road, Dec. 5;
JOHN BAUGH, of 55 Shelby Drive,
Nov. 30; MAX CARRUTHERS of
Collierville, Tenn., Dec. 2; MRS.
LUCREASY COX, at John Gaston hospital, Dec. 2; ALBERT C.
GUNN, at John Gaston hospital,
Nov. 30; FREDDIE JACKSON,
last week; PRINCE LEE, at residence, Dec. 3.
More than one-half of OklahoNORMAL MALLORY, of 6036 ma's area is farm land.

QUALITY STAMPS
ARE BETTER
BECAUSE....

QUALITY

QUALITY STAMP
COMPANY,INC.

STAMPS

1. Only 1,200 Stamps to fill a book

2. Federal excise taxes paid for you
3. More Mid-South Firms give quality Stamps
4 Free parking and conveniently located Redemption
store 216 So. Cleveland

5. Mail service for Memphis (just mail your books in)
JANA C. PORTER

Yes Madame,
Can you imagine besides the bonus Quality
Stamps on every dime
spent at all Big Star
Stores -- you have a
chance to spend the most
glamorous o f vacations
with the one of your
choice on the balmy and
scenic Cuba? You live in
luxury in downtown Havana at the magnificent
Sevilla-Biltmore Hote 1.
That is too much to believe but its true.

' When you can make a favorite late Icebox Pie a real favorite
dessert extra-delicious aud richer at your house. Do try it soon!
In nourishment. too — that's 3:CHOCOLATE ICEBOX PIE
wonderful recipe to have. And 1 1 cup fine, graham cracker
that's exactly what you do when
crumbs
you make Chocolate Icebox Pie 1-4 cup melted butter
with my Pet Evaporated Milk reel- lt• cups Pet Evaporated Milk
pi! It's the most luscious-looking . 1-3 cup cocoa
chocolate pie you can imagine — 1! 2 teaspoons vanilla
so creamy and smooth. wiih rich 114 marshmallows
milk-chocolate color and flavor. I Mix crumbs with melted butter.
all in a crisp golden graham ,Press in bottom and on sides of
cracker crust. And here's where a 9-in, pie pan. Chill until needed.
the extra nourishment comes in— Put into a heavy quart saucepan
the double-rich Pet Milk in this 3-4 cup milk, the cocoa and marshpie has all the nourishment of mallows. Cook and stir over very
three full cups of rich whole low heat until marshmallows are
milk! Of course you could never just melted. Take off heat and '
make such a rich, delicious pie stir in v anilla. Chill until slightly
with any other form of milk . . thicker than unbeaten egg whites.
and yi,u couldn't make a pie so Meanwhile, chill 3-4 cup milk in
nourishing with whipped cream. ice tray until amost frozen around
HU, whipped Pet Milk, in this edges. Then whip in a cold quart
Ch,tcolate Icebox Pie, makes a pie bowl with rotary heater or elecMitt lr•oks and tastes as though it tric beater at high speed, until
.ad been made with cream. ..a pie stiff. Fold into chocolate mixture.
with whole-milk's vital nourish- Put into crumb crust. Chill until
ment! know you'll find Choco- firm, about 3 boor,.

So don't miss the
chance of picking up an
entry blank at your favorite Big Star Store or at
YOU SAIL ON THE
any Memphis Pure Oil
LUXURIOUS. S.S. FLORIDA
Your S.S. Florida round trip is a com- and Gas Station, finish
plete package of pleasure—stateroom the sentence "I like to
accommodations, delicious meals, mu- shop at Big Star because

" There is
no limit to words so it
should be so very easy
to say all that's nice to
be said about the Big Star
-Stores and their most
courteous a n d friendly
owners whose only desire
is to please you.
I hope all of you will
take advantage of this
opportunity. If you take
one such vacation you
will join me in working
hard the whole year
through with thoughts of
another.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
P.S. Cash- in your quality
Stamps as soon as possible before all of the gifts
are picked over.

sical entertainment, dancing, air conditioned dining room, Ah! ti's wonderful! Go with P & 0 Steamship Company.

-••••

NOW 5000 WATTS

NOW 5000 WATTS

DIAL

1480

DIAL

SCHEDULE

1480

Monday — Saturday
Sunday
6 a m.-7:30 — Spiritual Moments
5 a.m.-7 — "Gospel Prince
7 a. m.-8:30 — "Hunky Dory" 7:30-8 — Southern Wonders
8-8:30 — Oral Roberts
8:30-9 — "Spiritual Sunbeams"
18:30-8:45 — Religious Reveries
9-9:30 — "Southern Wonders- ,8:45-9 — Harmony Voices
9:30-11—Bro. Joe May
,9-9:15 — Soul Revivers
9:15-9:30 — Spiritual Consolators
11-11:05 — News
11:05-1:30-p. m.—"Hunky Dory 9:30-10 — Christian Fellowship
110-1005 — News
1:30-3 p.m. — Bro. Joe May
110:05-12 noon — 1480 Hit Parade
3-3:05 — News
12-1:30 — Platter Parade
3415-5 — "Cane Cole"
1:30-2 — Meet the Leaders
?:30 — New Shiloh
5-5:05 — News
3:40 — Lane Ave. Baptist
5:05-5:15 — "Cane Cole
4:00-4:30 — Jerusalem Baptist
Nei‘s
5:15425 —
4:30-5:25 — Jazz Unlimited
5:25-5:30 — Prayer for Peace 5:25-5:30 — Prayer *for Peace
5:30 — Sign Off
5:30 — Sign Off

NOON TO NINE SPECIALS
BEHIND THE GREEN DOOR AT

HARRIS DEPT. STORES
GREETIERS

HERE'S HOW TO ENTER
This Wonderful Big Star Contest.. .
On entry blanks you'll find at all Big Stars and at all Memphis Pure Oil Stations, complete the sentence: "I like to
shop at Big Star because
" Use as many or as few
words as you wish—then deposit your entry in the "FREE
VACATION BOX" at your Big Star! You can enter as
many times as you wish. All entries will be judged by the
ETHOS ORGANIZATION IN NEW YORK. CONTEST
CLOSES DECEMBER 15, 1956.

The THRILL of a Lifetime

OPPORTUNITY KNOCh:. on the door every Saturday morning
at 11:30 over station WDIA as Big Star Talent search gives
talented Mid-South boys and girls opportunity to show bow capable they can sing, recite and in other ways perform before
the microphone of 50,000 watt station WDIA. The group pictured
above was beard on a recent Big Star show. Left to right front

row: Margaret Washington, Peggy Conway, Beatrice Conway.
Second row, left to right: Barbara Washington, Marie Austin,
Patrice Jones, and Betty Jean Patterson. If you or the group to
which you belong would lilt, to appear on a future Big Stir
show, just contact WDIA and ask for an audition tryout. Oatof-town groups are invited.

• Two States Bolster School• Segregation
PassAmendments
To Constitution

DEFENDER
SAT., DEC. 15,

1956

5

An average American uses SO
pounds of paper per year, compared with about 56 pounds in 1903,
according to industrial surveys.

Tennessee

CLARKSVILLE
ousas, Lae will be carrying news
By E. H. BROWN, JR.
of PTA activities of many sections
The Garrett Hollingsworth VFW of our state. Just send her your
club was raided Friday night., PTA news.
Wedding bells are beginning to
Nov.
30. near midnight. The r e
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Southern signed to block suits against school
were taken in the raid. The ring in our fair city. And are we
School News reported that voters boards but rejected a second
attending a Friday night datice. surprised over the last two inviin two states have approved con- amendment designed to restrict
The raid was led by State Nar- tations: 1. Mr. and Mrs. T. Delstitutional amendments and other or delay voter registration.
cotics Agent Billy G. Johnson and pit, who arc inviting us to the wedmeasures tightening school segreshowsurvey
MARYLAND
—
A
Finance and Taxation Agent C. B. ding of their charming daughter,
gation laws, while in a third state
(Boots) Smith. Montgomery Coun- who was just a baby a few
—Tennessee — the pro-segregation ed that more than 40 schools (29
ty Deputy Sheriffs, City Police of- short years ago, and Mr. Appolitide was running strong. At t h e of them in Baltimore) now have
of
white
and
staffs
Negro
members of the Criminal naire Amar, who invites us to the
mixed
ficers,
same time five additional school
Investigation Division and the Mil- wedding of his lovely daughter,
districts in two states disclosed faculty members.
itary Police of Fort Campbell as- who also was one of our babisas
they had desegregated in practice
MISSISSIPPI — The state edusisted in the raid. A large quan- here just a short time ago.
or principle.
cational finance commission apSn unusual program in Southtity of assorted liquors, eight slot
' The publication is issued here
proved a phase of t h e public
ern uniaersity List week included
machines,
(which
were
demolisheach month by a board of southschool equalization program call
ed), and 25 sticks of marijuana the presenting of a trophy to this
ern newspaper editors and educaing for construction of 322 new
sticks were taken in the raid. The untiersity at a convocation Montors for the information of school
classrooms for Negroes and 86
marijuana was found on the floor, Oay. Nov. 26 at noon. honoring
authorities, public officials a n d
whites.
for
the owner not being known, no Anon E. Johnson. Young Johnnews media.
charges were placed on it. Post sin, a freshman from Melrose,
/ Voters in Louisiana approved a
MISSOURI — Si. Louis County
Lornmander Willie Radcliffe; club La. received the trophy on behalf
constitutional amendment designed was said to have virtually commanarer, Samuel Thomas, and ef the school for honors won in the
to bloc school entry suits while pleted desegregation with a miniArkansas voters approved a con- mum of friction. Meeting in St.
ax.s:stant club manager, Charles 1955 Fisher B od y Craftsman's
stitutional amendment an initiat- Louis, the National Council of
H. Wilkes were arrested on char- Guild Model Car Competition. He
ed act and a resolution of interpo- Teachers of English defeated a
ges of possessing liquor and oper- is the son et' Mr. and Mrs. Felix
stion, all designed to forward state
etuig
gambling machines. They Johnson. farmers in Melrose, La.
resolution supporting school intesegregation policies.
were
released on $500 bond for He won the first place state award
gration.
in tle senior age division for
In Tennessee there was a new
each charge.
eruption in the Clinton high school
NORTH CAROLINA — In t h e
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Hicks for- Louisiana, and received $150.00 in
ease, with the school seeking fed- long-standing McDowell County
merly of ths city are now rel cash. He also won top regional
group at a recent conference
sloe agriculture as in many
Tenn.; R. E. Jones, state exHOLD TOP POSTS — Three
honors foe Lcuitiana, Arkansas
eral government aid in protecting case the Fourth Circuit Court of
siding
in Cleveland, Ohio.
graduates of A&T college.
at the school. From left they
states. Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs.
tension agent, Greensboro and
the rights of Negro students en- Appeals ruled (in Baltimore) that
Mrs. Thelma White of Xenia. and Oklahoma. And he received
are W. U. Williamson, state
Greensboro, N. C., hold top
(2nd from right) president of
Ross W. Newsome, state exrolled there under court order.
Negroes still must exhaust adminOhio and Mrs. Mamie Allen ot en expense-free trip to Detroit to
extension agent, Nashville,
the tollege, welcomes the
positions as leaders in Extentension agent, Petersburg, Va.
671 MIX SCHOOLS
istrative remedies for school enGary, Ind., were the recent guests II.e Craftsmen's National Conof Mr. and Mrs. Charlie- Smith. %(-neon. Mesdames H. V. Black
' One of the new desegregated dis- try — singly, and not as a group—
BATESVILLE
and Dnrothy Varris have returned
They are Mr. Smith's sisters.
tricts — in Arkansas — took this but that appeal can be taken diW. JOINER
:corn
By
CLEY
their visit to their niece and
without
federal
courts
rectly
to
Rev.
I.
M. McCutcheon of Floriaction two years ago without pubThere was no regular service
da is the new pastor of the Wes- her hsband in Brooklyn, N. Y.
licity, it was disclosed The other going through state court; as the
held at the Church of God In
ley Chapel CME church
four districts are in Delaware. 1955 Pupil Assignment Act directs.
Christ
in East Batesville as the STARKVILLE
Recent deaths: Mrs. Alice ShelThis brings to 671 the number of
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
OKLAHOMA — Two-thirds of
pastor and others attended the
school districts in the southern and
by and Columbus (Lum) Hicks.
Joeenal and Prof. and Mrs. L. R. convocation at Memphis, Tenn.
PICAYUNE
colleges
(22
of
33)
state's
the
*•
border states which have adopted
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers C. Peeples
Brown of Gentry High school.
By SLEEPY PAIGE
The first Sunday was the reg- and
desegregation in practice or prin- with 90 percent of the enrollment,
add 2 starbaton rouge Grady
little
son,
Vincent
returned
to
Camelias to Dorothy G or d on ular service day at the Bethlehem
ciple, Southern School News said. now have racially mixed classes,
Judging from my own feelings,
their home last week after spendMrs. Marie Jefferson of Colum- Gray for the prettiest bridge parlird church. The pastor, Rev. P. ii g a week with their
Some 3,000 districts having pupils according to a survey.
we do not hesitate to state that
families,
bedbia
was
called
here
to
the
ty of the season. Three table af- L. Morgan. brought the message.
SOUTH CAROLINA —The
of both races remain segregated.
Mrs, Ozzie Peeples and Mrs. Le- this session of the Louisiana Edsister, Mrs. Manervie fair was hosted in the dining room
school segregation issue figured in side of her
Mrs. Essie White of Batesville, nora Robinson.
ucation Association held in Shreve' The publication noted a number
the
confined
to
who
is
Chatman
of Alcorn's Eunice Powell Hall. Miss passed last week at her
the November elections with a
of key court rulings, including
Mra. Janie B. Allen returned port, Li. was one of, if not the
hospital.
local
Prier to the bidding the girls en- home here due to a short illness
three in Virginia and one each in sizeable split in the Negro vote,
best sessioes ever held by this
Funeral services for Mr. Mon- joyed a bountiful supper (look out ard was buried last Sunday in home last Tuesday after visiting
Texas and North Carolina, which formerly heavily Democratic.
group of educators. Especially
roe Burnett of McNeil, Miss, were foi the pounds) Parma Nous mem- the family cemetery, leaving a her children in Cleveland, Ohio.
are pending or which have been
Mr. Tommy Bell, one of the old when they brought our own Dr.
TENNESSEE — A strong seg- held last Sunday at McNeil and bers nresent were: Sarah Bardj husband .uul three adopted chil- citizens of
handed down in recent days. It regation tide was reported rune w
Oktibbeha County died Gardener C. Taylor from
Whitehead cem- en. Martha trews (second club dren to survive.
burial
was
in
the
reported additionally that a U. S. ning, with state officials ready for
Yolk for our speaker in the City
Monday,
Dec.
3.
Mr.
Bell
was
the
a
.••
prize); Ruth Fisher (first club
Supreme Court decision in t h e a legislative showdown on the is- etery nest. Cybur. Mr. Burnett,
father of Mrs. Nannie M. Outlaw. Auditorium. He held those 5,500
Montgomery bus case and a show- sue in January. John Kasper, long time resident ot McNeil pass- prize): Macy Montgomery: Chase PONTO roc
The remains were funeralized in people spell-bound throughout his
ea
at
Sunday,
Nov.
25.
his
home
McJunkins (consolation pr iz e).
By JAMES INGRAM
cause order in Alabama against Washington, D. C., White Citithe Mississippi Funeral Service hc;pful forthright speech. Then
He leaves to mourn his passing Frederica Buford Rena F'ortertrustees of the University of AlaWill
Bell
died
when the officials presented the
last
Monday
night
Chapel, Sunday.
Council
leader, was acquit- one daughter, Mrs. Johnie Mae berry, Jennie L. Jaeksen a n d
zens
bama for the readmission of Au.4.
past presidents with gold keys.
ted of violation of sedition a n d Stevens of McNeil and a host of yours truly. Guests were Gloria at his home here in Por.totoc. 11:s
therine Lucy Foster had rekindled
there was much happiriess. Being
incitement to riot laws•in Clinton, relatives and friends. Cooks Fune- Jackson (1st guest prize): Bob- funeral was held last Friday at
By
DELLA
SCOTT
segregation desegregation debate
the .lone woman past president,
where Negroes absented them- ral home was in charge of the arc Alexander, Cornelia Carter, Second Baptist church with the
A Thenksgiving program was my
In Alabama.
pastor, Rev. Carwell officiating.
pin was a bit different. And
selves
from
the
high
school
to
arrangements.
Hazel Harris and Gwendolyn Car- He leaves to 'mourn his passing sponsored at the Methodist was I glad for all of us.
' Reporting from 17 states, the
Howwhich
they
had
gained admittance
Mrs. Ola Mae Roberts of Wash- rot:.
paper's correspondents noted a
a wife, Mrs. Hattie Bell, cne sten- church, the principal at Wallace ever, we are blessed now to have
by
court
order,
because
of
a
sereturned
home
last
ington,
D.
C.
Smith
schoolb
made
a talk on the another woman
heavy switchover of Negro voters
Recuperating nicely is Mrs. Jes- son, one sister, Mrs. Alleaner Milpresident of the orweek after spending three weeks sie Lott of Brookhaven. Daughter ler of
blessings of Thanksgiving, A solo
from Democratic to Republican ries of "little incidents."
Edmonson, Ark., and a host
ganization, Miss C. Marie Collier.
sister and broth- GlyneU of Dayton, Ohio, is home of
mother,
was
with
her
candidates in the Nov. 6 election,
rendered
by
Mrs.
Myrtle
nephews and nieces.
TEXAS — Several plaintiffs
And 3he is doing an excellent job.
with apparently decisive results in have dropped out of the Dallas er and friends.
in advance of Christmas holidays
Mr:. Willie Listenbee of Chica- King. The guest speaker, Prof.
We regret so much to learn
the Presidential votes of Tennes- school integration
Claborn Moore and daughters, to he with her mother and broth- go, 111.. has
William Officer from Nashville. that our dear
case; the NAreturned home after
friend, Mrs. I. M.
The WSCS served a turkey din- Solete of
see and Louisiana. However, the ACP has urged a quick trial of Sahara and Philis Ann, along with er Dr. A. L. Lott.
being called to attend the funeral
Opeleusas, former teachpublication found th`at "the actual
Pickett motored to Prentiss
A note of sympathy to the fam- of tier mother, Mrs. Della Dun- ner with all tilt trimmings, re- er in West Baton Rouge, is here
the state's plea for a permanent G. P.
effect of the Supreme Court school
football game be- ily of George Nobles of Pert Gib- cans.
cently. Rev. N. Smith, pastor. in Baton Rouge General
injunction against its activity in to attend the
hospital.
segregation decisions on the electween Alcorn and Prentiss.
W. H. Moore and Mrs. James We had such
eon. dome from Denver, Colo., 'Rev. A. A. Wright of Duck
the state.
pleasant ',lours totion results seems to have been
Mr. Archie Dillard, 76, passed was daughter Vivian at the time Hit!, Miss.. 'died
Hugh.s spent Thanksgiving with gether during the State
last Saturday of
Parentrelatively minor."
their parents, Mr. and Mrs, Will Teacher Association
VIRGINIA — Legal battles over at the home of his daughter, Mrs. of her father's passing.
a
heart
attack.
and the LouFuneral
arrangelitest school population figures three- suits involving school seg- Maggie Adson last week after a
Now with best wishes for the spa- merits are incomplete at this writ- Moore.
isiana Education Association held
in Washington, D. C., according to regation were under way as school long illness. Mr. Dfllard, a long son
Mrs. Novellos ("rook, Mrs. Sal- there two weeks ago. We
we're 'Musingly' yours. Alice. ing.
know
Southern School News, show that districts reported concern over time resident of Bogalusa came
.••
' Ttev. and Mrs. Sam Robinson of lie Glenn and Will Officer, Mrs. that Prof. Solete and her t w o
Negroes now make up 68 percent marketing of bonds for new cen- here to his daughter's home a
COLDWATER •
I Be!oil, Wis., and Mr. T. C. Ingram Ader Frazier, Mrs. Lellis Shock- daughters are doing their best for
of the enrollment of District of struction.
few weeks ago. His body was carand others attended the funeral ley are all on the sick list.
her, and we hope to be able in
By
EUNICE
CALDWELI.
Columbia schools.
ried to Mt. Hermon for burial.
•
some way to assist in helping her
of their uncle, Will Bell Elder
WEST VIRGINIA — A Republi- Cooke Funeral h om e was in
' A state-by-state summary of maMrs. Eunice Caldwell and Mrs: Walter Ingram and wife of Racine, TIPTON
back to her usual good health,
for developments during Novem- can sweep brought in a new gov charge.
By R. S. CURTIS HILL
Mary Flemmings and Mrs Fvia INVS also attended the funeral.
This week's Louisiana newspaernor and a new superintendent
ber follows:
Friends of Mrs. Laura Green- Furday, Mrs. Annie B. WashingMrs. Ruth Stevens is at home pers carried many interesting pic- ANCEO M. FRANCISCO, assistcoy Farr is in the Pontotoc Cornof schools in a state where deseg- stead are sorry to learn that she
ton and Rev. Chew attended the munity hospital.
again.
0 ALABAMA — A U.S. Supreme
tures of activites carried -on dur- ant band director at Tennessee
regation is accomplished or under is confined to a New Orleans hos- remelt
Miss. Annual Conference
Court ruling in the Montgomery way in
We are sorry to hear that Mr. ing the sessioes of the LEA and State university, Nashville, spent
52 of 55 counties, but with pital.
in Clarksdale, Miss., last week
and Mrs. S. P. Alston lost their PTA while they held their annu- last week at the Conrad Hilton
bus boycott case, linked to the no change anticipated in
state Hayward Dillard, W. M. of the
Rev. C Jones, assistant pastor
public school decisions, revived
baby girl. But the mother is do- al sessions in Shreveport, Some- hotel in Chicago attending the
policy.
Squire Deal Lodge No. 562 F. is at Bates Chapel and Mt. 011ie ('
discussion of race relations. Meing fine.
how, the Retired Teachers did not Mid-West Band clinic along with
A.M. and Mrs. Willie Mae John- M. E. church in Coldwater lied
while, a federal judge ordered
Mrs, Willie Stevens wants to have a group picture made. Neith- 3,000 other band directors front
.
son M. A. M. of the Heroines of Seaatobia. Rev. P. P. Stockard preUniversity of Alabama trustees to
thank her many friends who er could we get up with our col- 48 states, lie was chosen bass
NEW YORK — (ANP)
AsJericho spent three days in Jack- siding elder.
show cause why they should not
thought of her during her illness. lege women's group for pictures. clarinetist for the 100-piece band
semblyman
James
C.
Thomas,
forson, Miss, where they attended the
be held in contempt of court for
selected from these directors as
Miss Mattie P. Williams and mer chairman of the Association
Edd Calhoun has added some Well, better luck next time.
82nd Grand session of the M. W. baby
refusing to readmit a Negro stuMrs. Florence Renaud of Opel- a demonstration group.
Flores William spent 'thanks- of Immigration and Naturaliza- more to his home. He is doing
Lodge.
Grand
Miss
Stringer
dent (the former
Autherine
giteng Day at home in Decatur, tion Lawyers. was reelected last the carpenter work.
Funeral services and burial for Miss.
Lucy).
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mathews
week to his third term as a memlittle Peter Fagen III were held
Miss Mary Collins spent Thanks- ber of the board of governors of was in the home of Mrs. Ruth
t ARKANSAS — Voters approved
FunerCooks
last week from the
giving Day at home in Grenada. the National Chapter at the U. S. Stevens and Mrs. John H. Dicka constitutional amendment, an
HOXIE, Ark. —(ANP) —Point- al hoire. Peter, who had been ill
*.*
initiated act and a resolution (of
Court House in Foley Square here. inson.
became
semonths
several
for
leg out that racial integration in
Interposition) designed to preserve
riously ill at his home in the Betschool segregation— all three by the rural school here is operating
EMPIRE
week is Mrs. Ruth Williams who
toms on Sunday evening and was
heavy majorities. A survey of ed- smoothly, Supt. Robert Williams
By MISS EFFIE M. PENDLETON is pen-stating for Mr. L. R. MeyNew Orleans hospicarried
to
a
school
ucators turned up one more
J. H. Jumon attended t h e ers who was seriously ill, but is
said last week, "We've had no tal. He was dead on arrival. He
district (the fifth) which had been
meeting at Sispy, Ala., recently. doing better at this writing. Mr.
complaints."
his parsing his
mourn
leaves
to
desegregated or was in process of
Rev. Freemon preached a won- Mesers had as a Sunday guests.
Williams said there are "10 or 12 mother, Susie; four sisters, two
desegregation.
derfui sermon.
Dave Hill, Arthur Griggs, CharNegro students — I don't know brothers and a host of other relMr. and Mrs. Jackson h a d he Crcse, Mrs. Rosalie Jackson,
' DELAWARE — A majority of exactly how many — and about atives and friends. Cooks Funeral
guests from Bronx, recently, her Mrs. Eddie Mae Lake, Mrs. May
the eight school segregation suits 900 white children attending the home was in charge.
brother and sister. Mrs. Jackson Jones. Miss Louise Huntet and
Funeral and burial sersices for
now pending in federal court will school which is well into its secsent the week end in Tennessee. Mrs. T. C. Williams.
come to trial early in 1957. Three ond year of integration."
Rodie Meyers were held last
e •*
one
all-Negro
all-white
and
The school board ordered deseg- week from the parlor of the Cooks
Mrs. 1Way Riddles, the sister of
WEST
BLOCfON
districts were disclosed to have an- 'Totten just before the start of Funeral home. Rodie who lived
George Posey is ill. Rev. Frank
By PERCY BLACK
nounced that they would accept the summer session in 1954. ,
Gunn, motored to Columbus, Ga.,
in the rear of the old Tal Warrens'
The funeral of Mr. Doc?k Fuller last Sunday to
students of both races.
place on Fifth St. was found dead
visit his daughwas in session at the Liberty Bar- ter, Mrs. Hattie
on Thursday morning by Henry
Lee Osborne. His
' DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA —
titst church Dec. 2. He was 78 wife, Mrs.
Flemming. He had been ill for
Katherine Gunn, who
Two out of three District pupils
years old. His survivors: a wife, was visiting
several
years.
there due to illness
are members of the Negro race,
five daughters, and two sons and mctored back
5' *
home with him.
according to a recent school popa host of relatives and friends.
s. Ruth Williams spent the
Mississippi musings
Ivation survey. Since last year the
Scripture was by Rev. Joe Kelley; week enewith
her daughter, Miss
BROOKHAVEN, Miss. — T h e
number of white students has deprayer by Rev. Eda Collins.
Bessie Ft. Miller and grandchilus
is
upon
cheer
good
more
seeson
of
while
4,846
4,010
clined by
Rev. H. Lockhart officiated. Sub- dren in
Ishkooda,
and he very air tinges with it.
Negroes have entered classrooms.
ject: "But man dieth and wastNapoleon
Griffin spent the week
Hustle, bustle Christmas shopping,
FLORIDA — Dade County's(Mieth away, yea man giveth up the
fruit cake baking and all the rest.
end with his aunt and uncle, Rev.
ami) Little White House Conferghost
and
where
is
he?"
Poole
a
There's no room for any Scrooges
ence on Education voted in favor
undertakers of Birmingham, Ala. and Mrs. T. C. Williams. He has
parts
these
principle"
while
in
"integration
in
of
were in charge.
retermd to Huntsville, Ala., where
Saturday, Dec. 8, was just like
ir St. Petersburg the Florida PTA
Rev. S. 'I% Davis has returned he is
attending college there.
MTA time at Alexander High
urged school authorities to carry
to the New Hope AME church for
Teachers,
The
Brookhaven.
news of Rev. J. R. Rutin
school
preout recently enacted laws to
a new conference year.
pencipals, supervisors and P. T.
serve school segregation.
Rev. B. L. Smith has returned ledge's (of Talledega) death was
A. groups met in the annual sesto Banks Chapel AME Zi on shocking to everyone who knew
I GEORGIA — Gov. Marvin Grifsion of the Seventh Educational
church for a new conference year. him, (specially to his ex-meni-fin considered a "segtegation straDistrict meeting. Orchids are due
Mr. and Mrs. Harrington of "In- bers of Mt. Canaan Ba ptist
tegy meeting" for Decembera (apfor the teachers in the Alexander
diana, were the week end guests church, where he pastored for 1?
parently to coincide with a meetSchool system for the superb hosof their parent, Mrs. Pinkie Da- years. He leaves his wife, Mrs.
ing of U.S. district attorneys in
pitality rendered. After a day fillvis. She also returned to Indiana Della Rutledge and a• host of othWashington), repotaedly to seek
er relatives and friends.
ed with discussions, films, reports
for the winter season.
ways of courtering recent pro-inand addresses the visiting firemen
Sunday School was well attendThe New Bethel Baptist church,
tegration court rulings.
LEA PRESIDENT C. MARIE along with Brookhavenites enjoyed at the AME church Dec. 2. and Rev. M. L. Robinson were
Collier flashes appreciative vic- ed the football classic of the year
Percy Black, suet. in charge. Sub- loots to visitors throughout the
KENTUCKY — Louisville School tory smile upon her unanimous rebetween Gentry High school (Inject of lesson: The Way, The Truth day Sunday Rev. George Booker
Supt. Omer Carmichael reiterated election to the top office of the dianola) and the Alexander Goldand The Life. John 14 chapter and was the guest soeaker on Sunday
earlier
his
groups
before Negro
41,000-member teacher group dur- en Penthers. Among the promi1-14 verse. Memory Selection: Let morning in the absence of their
statement questioning the compe- ing its recent
annual conventioa nent visitors attending the meetnot your hearts be troubled. Be- pastor He was attending the futency of Negro teachers as com- in Shreveport, La. Miss Collier is
were: Miss F. 0. Alexander,
ing
in God, believe also in me. neral of a member at Copper
lieve
pared with white leachers. A suit
were (from left) Dr. Walter
principal of Park Elementary State Supervisor of Jeanes Teach- THREE OF THE DELEuniversity, Raleigh, N. C.. and
John 14 chapter and First verse. Spring. The aftetnoon service leawas filed in Scott County seeking
Dr, William E. Milford, proM. Brown, raidaNce officer,
5 ••
School, Baton Rouge, and is an ers; J. W. Grantham, President GATES to the 31st annual Coltired the anniversary of the choir,
school desegregation.
North Carolina college; Dr.
fessor of economics, Johnson i ritussvaLE
'1 outstanding state leader in educe- of MtA; L. S. Alexander, Execu- lege Conference at Barber
sponsored by the president, Mrs.
Marguerite Adams, counselor
C. Smith university, Charlotte
LOUISIANA — Voters approved tioeal, fraternal, social, and civic tive Secretary of MTA; Mrs, Glad- Scotia college, Concord, N.C.,
By L. R. MEYER,S
Minnie L. Hunter. Several visiting
and guidance officer, Shaw
ys Noel Bates, Editor of MT4
Readers, your columnist for this choirs participated on program.
II constitutional amendment de- circles.

•

Tennessee

Mississippi

•

1

•

Thomas Reelected
To Lawyer Board

'No Complaints'
In Hoxie Schools

Alabama

•

•

I

•

It Can Be none

I Dear Mme. Chante: I would like exchange photos. Erama M a •
to correspond with men from 20 Cleary, Gen. Del., Collins, Ark.
years of age on. I am 19 years
•• •
of age, 5' ft. 8 inches tall and Dear Mme. Chante:
/ am a
weigh 120 pounds. I enjoy writing young
lady 23 years of age, 5 ft.
and promise to answer all letters 8 inches tall,
olive tan complexion,
and exchange photos. Curl Blos- with dark
brown eyes and black
som Hussett, 47 Charles St., King- hair. I am a
nurse by profession.
bton P. 0., Jamaica, BWI.
I would like to correspond with a
• *•
young man interested in marriage,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a with normal habits in good health
'young Jamaican girl who is de- and hard working. I would prefer
sirous of corresponding with Amer- that he is not a divorcee or one
ican male pen pals who would like with children. I will answer all
to marry and settle down, age letters and exchange photos. Miss
range from 21 to 40. My height Barbara Alexander, 315 W. 145th
js 5 ft, 5 inches tall, weigh 130 st., New York 39, N. Y.
pounds, dark brown color with
•*•
black hair and brown eyes. I am
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
23 years of age. Daphne Holmes, to correspond
with a pen pal be11 Omara Rd., Halfway-Tree P. 0. tween the ages
of 25 to 30. I am
e-o Mrs. Seymour, Jamaica, BWI. a young man 22 years
of age, 5
•
•
•
ft. 7 inches tall, weigh 140 pounds
/
Dear Mme. Chante: We would with light brown skin. I promise
like to hear from young women to answer all letters and exchange
who like the better things in life photos. L. V. Thompson, B. 73,
and are lonely. We are two young Petros, Tenn.
ex-college students who are now
• ••
By SHERMAN BRISCOE
working and find life very lonely. Dear
Mme. Chante: I am 34
We would like to hear from any years of
A farmer of Luthersville, Ga., who formerly
age, 5 ft. 4 inches tall
was
young ladies who enjoy writing and weigh
160 pounds a divorcee. underemployed on his worn out land,
is now kept busy
and will exchange photos and an- I have
a one year old baby girl,
swer all letters. Mayron Brooks, own
with a number of small farm enterprises and a
my home and car. I enjoy
full-time
age 24 and Allen Baker, age 32, all sports,
cooking and church. I job in town, reports A. S. Bacon, state supervisor, extenBox 73, Petros, Tenn.
am very affectionate tind only in- sion work in Georgia.
•••
terested in a man who is serious. The farmer is Allen
Blount Sr.,
/ Dear Mme. Chante: Holid ay I promise
to answer all let- who, while attempting to rebuild 'Anybody can cure hams this
greetings from Jamaica! It is my
way at practically no cost," says
ters and exchange photos. Mi s s his land, is raising
a little cot- Mr. Spencer. "And about
desire to correspond with Ameri200 famMary McIntye, 320 Douglas St., In- ton, corn, and wheat,
a few acres ilies in the county
can male pen pals who would like
are doing just
dianapolis, Ind.
piment
peppers
o
of
,
home
to meet a sincere and affectionate
a
garthat."
• *•
den, some cattle and hogs, and
woman. Men between the ages of
Mr. Blount began farming as
Dear Mme. Chante: We are two,
curing hams for home use and for a sharecr
30 and 50. I am 33 years of age, lonely
opper on 40 acres in 1930.
young
men
22
and
23 years marketing in town. In addition,
5 ft. 7 inches tall, dark complexhe Four years later he married and
of age and desirous of having pen
ion, black hair and brown eyes.
is holding down a job at an alumi- he and
Mrs. Blount moved to the
pals. We are working at the Mount
I close with my best regards. Enid
251 acre farm they now own. Only
Alto Sanatorium training a n d num plant 15 miles away.
Seymour, 11 Omara Rd., HalfThis
the
season
is
when Mr. then they were still
studying to be male nurses. I hope
sharecropWay-Tree P. 0. Jamaica BWI.
you will be able to help us, be- Blount and his 18-year-old son Al- ping.
5•
len,
jr,
busiest
are
curing
hams
cause we are very willing to corThe worn out land barely gave
' Dear Mme. Chante: Last Christrespond. Henry', Riddick and Ed- for the Christmas market, says a tialf a bale of cotton to the acre.
znas, my husband and I put in a
gar James, State San, South Moun- Mr. Bacon. They cure from 25 to So M`r. Blount took a job driving
request for Christmas Cards. As a
50 hams, shoulders, and sides of a school
tain, Pa.
bus as a sideline. One
result, we received over 200 cards,
bacon, in a smokehouse made out simmer
**5
he drove a group of counthey made our holiday perfect.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a of an old oil drum.
ty 4-Hers to the short course at
We used many on our Christmas
"Our barrel smokehouse cost Savannah State
lonely
man 16 years of age, brown
college. There
tree and in our living room as
next to nothing," says Mr. Blout. he heard
speeches about the im'decorations. We thank you and all skin, weigh 175 pounds, 5 ft. 11 "I
picked
up
the
drum
inches
in towt, portance of farm ownersh
tall and seeking some one
your friends who make our Christip. He
for companionship. I have travel- theo we dug a 15-foot shallow listened and became
mas Holiday one long to be reinterested.
ed quite a lot, and now I am trench and covered it over with
When he got back home he and
membered. We would like to exready to make a happy home life pieces of tin from the told roof off Mrs. Blount
began saving up for
ihange cards again. We are 28 for
a wife and children. Looks the barn A fire pit was dug at one the down-payment
on a farm of
and 30 years of age, have two boys do not
matter as long as she is end of the trench and the barrel their own. Within
and two girls, we do not have sincere
two years
, I promise to answer all with bottom and top removed was they had
reluctantly bought the
parents and would like to adopt letters
and exchange photos. J. placed upright over the other end land
they were on, and had begun
pen pal grand parents for ou r
Neal, RR 1B 212, Cleveland, Miss. forming a kind of smokestack.'
building up the fertility of the soil.
children. My husband and I met
•5 *
The ham3 and other pieces of
Through your column and find
They soon increased their corn
Dear Mme. Chante: The holi- meat are cured, explains County
much enjoyment in reading it.
yield from 10 to 32 bushels per
days are rather desolate for me. Agent Frank R. Spencer who
reLooking forward to receiving letI am a single lady in my late vived the old custom, by hanging acre, and their cotton to three ters soon. Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
fourths of a bale to the acre
thirties' and have never been them in the barrel and placing
a
Collins, 1036 Navajo St., Denver 4,
married. Being a very shy reti- burlap sack over it, and then by raising such soil building crops
Colo.
as Austrian °inter peas and
cent person, who does not make building a hickory wood fire
•* •
in 'vetch, and by having their soil
friends
easily
and
the
working
pit.
Smoke
from the pit trav- tested and then
evenDear Mme. Chante: I am a widapplying fertilizer
ings made it hard to meet els through the trench
and up in accordance with the
ow, middle aged and a Christian
recommenwoman. I would like to corre- friends. I would like to m eet among the meat in the barrel. cations.
someon
e
who
Some
would
of the hams have w o n
dke to share
spond with a gentleman who is
But the Blounts are now leaninterested in marriage. I am light their holidays with me. I am 5 prizes at the Merisveather County ing mere toward
livestock and
ft.
4
inches
tall,
weight
Ham
and
180
Egg Show.
brown colored, 5 ft. 3 inches tall,
pounds
good pastures. They have 25 head
medium
brown,
"A BARREL SMOKEHOUSE
short haired and
weigh 153 pounds. I enjoy a ll
left of Luthersville, Ga., "and
R. Spencer, who revived the
of grade Angus and Herefords, inand Miss Ruby C. O'Neal,
costs next to nothing," says
sports and movies. I will answer with some college background. I
yet it cures good hams." Left
Dear Mme, Chante: My husband chiding a registered Angus
barrel
smokehouse method;
home demonstration agent.
bull.
all letters and exchange photos. promise to answer all letters and is deceased and since
Allen Blount, Sr., (2nd from
to right, County Agent Frank
Blount, Allen jr., Mrs. Blount
arriving Also they have 30 head of grade
Daisy Rowlett, 2817A Clark are., exchange photos. Mahe Lee, 1933 in this small town of
spotted
Englew
ood,
Poland
China
hogs
and a
S. Homan, Chicago 23, Ill.
St. Louis 3, Missouri.
N. J. I have found that people registered male.
• •
•• *
do not take to strangers very well. "Folkseborrow my boar
you plan to continue discuss this
helping others and showing
for milDear Mme. Chante! I am a I have
Dear Mme. Chante: I am interwith your instructor so that
been here for six es around for sire service," says
that you will be an asset t•
ested in your pen pal club. I am Jamaican young woman w h
morths living with my relatives. Mr. Blount, "and I get $5.00
next term you will definitely
your community.
or an
25 years of age, 5 ft. 3 inches tall woind like to correspond with pen
take something that will be helpI have met no friends and I have eight-v eek-old pig as a fee for
each
and have a nice figure. I am
s between the ages of 25 to foic.d
ful to you in the future.
life to be very lonely. I have service."
*•
brown colored with dark brown 40.Ms occupation is that of a
ANXIO
US.
Will
a new car and planning to buy a Today, the Blounts' farm income
I get married
•
•
•
hair. I promise to answer all let- s
stenographer, 5 ft. 2 inches tall,
before Christmas?
home here and a steady job 35 a is more than doubled, but it is
W.
R.
We
have
just
come to
ters and exchange photos. Floren- weigh 115 pounds with a nice
ANS, Concentrating upon your
tramerl nurse. I am 35 years of atilt low. They hope one day
this city and I am wondering
to
fiaure I have a dark complexion
tine Lyon, 22 58 Waltham Park '
questio
n I find that your invitage, 5 ft. 6 inches tall, weigh 147 sufficiently restore the fertilJOY — WITHIN
Were you to explore earth's if we shall be able to make tions are already
Rd., Whitfield Town P. 0., King 1..ith black hair. I promise to anin the mail
pounds, light skin. long hair and ity of their land to provide them
friends
and
be
here'
happy
ston, Jamaica, BWI.
richest mines for precious
swer all letters and exchange pho- conside
Were you to travel over all
and see no reason for this doubt
red attractive. I promise and their son with full-time jobs
ANS. So much depends upon
•*•
gems you would find none as
tos. Daisy Parton, 13 Upper West to answer
the earth in search of high adthat you seem to have. Lo o k
all letters and ex- and a good living. For the presyourself
. . join church, or
exquisite and priceless as those
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- ave., Newton Square, Windward
venture you would find no
forward to a very happy marchange
photos.
some
—
civic
Mrs.
group.
Ruby
ent,
howeve
Take
Winr,
an
Mr.
inBlount is holding quest as rewarding as the
hidden deep — within yourself.
gle girl seeking pen pals for cor- ".• P. C., Kingston
ried life.
jourJamaica ston, 45 E. Forest ave., Engle- on to his job at
terest in your neighborhood acEach trial and ordeal, each pang
the aluminum ney into the kingdom of heaven
respondence, preferably male pals. BWI.
wood, N. J.
tivities and try to make yourplant.
of suffering, of shame, and reI am 26 years of age, fair colored,
— within yourself.
self useful. You will find that
morse, each experience of slan•
nationality cuban, 5 ft. tall and
you will have no trouble in mak'S
MAIVILIX
About 50 percent of American
der and deception, of loss and
weigh 126 pounds. I promise to exgal% 1 WAS ‘113‘1114 I OUN6LF..1oki
ing
friends and being happy liv- adults wear glasses
failure
whether
change photos and answer all letborne
by you or
and 20 perCAE.E.N..:14' GOWN'94C.14 00.1114E IRAN
1 OAT)
perpetrated by you upon others, ing there, because you will be cent more need them
ters. Lloaer Cooke, Welcome Hall,
1701)E. I&ACKwARDS...-TAkt ALWOWS MAMMA me
are representation of a false
P. 0.. Jamaica. BAT
•• •
self. They are to be dissolved
' Hear Mme. Chante: I am
from you in order that you may
a Jastand pure and clean . . within
maican woman, 5 ft. 5 inches tall,
yourself.
with black hair, weigh 115 pounds,
'
NO
1'4E Gts1/44 *1404/4ASEE!-40:11. IDEA Ot- YOUR5
clE
As we approach the Christmas
age 20. I would like to correspond
ABOtrr Rnuctte Acc IbElerS las/ -rtucite cc4R5 ovER lEk4 •
with a foreign gentleman, who Is
season, let us first clean our
oLD or* 14E SITX.EIS .1$ WO GOOD,1UPPOSIP4'PEOPl
t,
kind and gentle. I promise to anthoughts, and hearts . . . so
CAWS ACF012130 1'1304 A44101'64E,R CAR?I'M 09,
!E OF'EM!
swer all letters and exchange phothat this beautiful and precious
tos. Pearline Samuels. 27 Little
time of the year will not only
Tarrant Lane. Half Way Tree P.
mean sending cards and giv0., Jamaica BWI.
ing gifts, but a renewed spirit
• *•
and clean heart within ourDear Mme. Chante: I am a man
selves.
32 years of age, 6 ft. 'a inches
•• •
•%•-•
tall.
I would like to hear from
WORRIED. Dear Prof. Herman,
both
male and female pen pals. I promFor years I have read your colise to answer all letters and exumn, but I am so upset now,
change photos. Alfred D. McAdoo,
that I feel that someone will just
Gen. Del., Pasadena, Calif.
have to come to my rescue.
•• *
My children will not have any
WELL...WW4 0094'1 40U OkStg.`11+1
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a conChristmas, if we soon don't get
rant reaoer ot your column and
acme relief. Do you see any
PERSON 51111,46 0000s01 '4o0
enjoy it very much. I would like
changes taking place?
(WALK -NEN!vlif4k
C440414E
Iris?
Lac,gou wkle .NO
to correspond with male and fecOMPAto) WOuLt% ‘PASURE 3w4o4
ANS. Now, Mother, don't fret
YOU Calkr1 AVFOIXD
(AI
male per, pals between the ages
so much. I do vision many
Amcmirg c AQ .‘40v4 155'ME v4ORLD Girtout.T
I Yot/ PA•4 FOO.
of 19 to 30. 1 am 18 years of
changes taking place and your
ACCIDEril kr 11 NO k4 APPEN 7
YES -we.)soom.r• MICIi0S1
age, weigh 120 and 5 ft. 2 inches
children having a very nice holi3014K6 LIKE qOUR'S . OFC "NE. STQLESS
AND I'LL eki-4
tall. My faith is that of a Baptist
day. Since your husband is not
Ac FIRST lo 51G%
and 1 enjoy all sports and good
employed I can understand your
music. I promise to answer all letconcern, but your church,
ters and exchange photos. Betty
along with the neighborhood club
Ann Martin, 60 Ford st., Rochestintend to help you . . . also
N---•••••
er 8, N. Y.
many of your friends.
• •.
J K. I am taking a course at
Dear Mme ('hante I am a very
night and wonder if I shall ever
lonely lady and would like to cormake any use of it'
respond with male pen pals beANS. You should first con•
cider what you really want to do
tween the ages of 19-26. I am 19
before taking any type of
years of age, 5 V. 7 inches tall,
work In school . . . See how It
weigh 117 pounds, my hair is
will fit in and help you with your
black and I have light skin. I
present lob, or one that you are
promise to answer all letters and
considering for the future.

Georgia Farmer,
With Scrub Land,
Brawn, Makes it
Determination Makes
The Big Difference

otoiektqs sicProf.Poodle

a
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by Nat
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here because of the reaction which
A BUSHEL OF BOY
the announcement of his accomWalker,
Sam
a
Young
Memphis
ALEX WILSON, Edit*. and General Manage,
JOHN H. SENGS1 AL A E Publish*,
athlete, was selected as the WDIA plishments stirred in the thousands
MOSES J NEV/SON Actonq Manaqmq Edda,
ARETT A J. POLK Circulatoon Manages
1956 'Gridiron Greatest" the oth- of people attending the Goodwill
er night. And thereby hangs an im- Revue.
'driertising Manage'
EVANS I.. CLEMEN
portant story.
When Mr. Bert Ferguson, manWalker is an outstanding f oo t- ager of Station WDIA. recounted
Subscription rates: One yeat, $6, six months $3 50 2-year special Subscription rate, $10)
han player and leading studeoc at tit, youth's leadership qualities in
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responssbility too unsoficiteo Manuscripts or Photo,.
St. Augustine High school here. placed emphasis on such things as
He was selected as the city's the boy's good scholastic grade
"Gridiron Greatest" for several the youth' leadership qualities In
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. Entered as Second
noteworthy achievements. First, a the Honor Society, his steadiness
Closs Matter as the M•rriphis Post Office March 20 1952, Under Act of March 2, 1879
lot of people, competent to pass an as evidenced by his regular attendopinion on the subject of football, ance at school, and his manliness
r(e;.ini Walker as an exceptionally and evidences of good breeding
good example of gridiron prowess, the audience broke out in waves
sportsmanship, and team coonera- of spontaneous applause which
ti
second, the youth has distin- were at once gratifying and signi
guished himself otherwise. N o t ficant.
only is he a good football player, That audience response
meant
but Sam Walker is a bushel of boy much to thoughtful gbservers sitin other commendable. respects. ting in that auditorium. It meant
He is a top student in his high that public approval was being givschool classes. His average is "A" en to those traits of character
in other commendable respects.
which go to make the kind of men
He is a top student in his high the world needs today. Public apschool classes. His average is "A" proval was being given to a black
in t:11 his subjects. He's got a good boy who was proving what a
lot
head on him for books as well as of us have heard all along. He
for hoots on a football
was proving that color does not deHe is such an effective student termine a man's
character. A lot
There is a pressing need for uniformed would make the flow of traffic smoother leader until he is a lone ti in I' of us have been told this all along
police officers to be on hand at Booker T. and faster. Their presence would remove member of the National Honor So- . . .but too many folk don't really
Washington High school at least two times the presence of the loiterers and shady ciety, a nation - wide organization believe it. More Negro boys are
characters who stand almost in the gate- of high school students who dintin- needed to prove to the world and
a day during the school term.
ways of the two schools to gawk at and guish themselves for scholarship, convince a lot of doubters that a
e
h
t
in
streets
of
convergence
The
good character, and other desiraschool's immediate vicinity, the heavy traf- meddle the young girls and distract and ble traits and accomplishments ria7k skin is not a badge of
fic which uses those streets right at the browbeat the boys who attend the institu- It was pointed out before t h e ignorance, lack of character, and
time when the children from Porter Junior tions, when school is assembling and dis- packed WDIA Goodwill Revue an- hopelessness.
Another thing that was good in
dienee last Friday night that Sam
High school and Washington High are go- missing.
public announcement which that
The
dismissed,
Walker
has
is
is
school
Washington
never
school
area
been
when
and
absent
unforing to school
applause symbolized that the puband the exceptionally large number of tunately infested with some types of busi- from school during the time it has lic appreciates good character and
him
taken
to
senior
a
become
at
school boys and girls concentrated in the ness establishments which are not calculatintelligence in a Negro boy. More
area during those times, combine to form ed to help in the school's discipline pro- St. Augustine.
of our boa's need to be convinced
Sam
Walker
is
regarded
a
as
one of the worst traffic hazards in Mem- lem. There is a too close liquor store. There fine boy in his
that the public likes good boys.
and
home
church.
is a too close pool room. There is a too close Other
phis.
boys regard him with re- More of our boys need evidence
True there is a traffic light immediately slum area still menacing the schools.
spect and friendliness. Teen - age that there are desirable rewards
The congestion of the area and other girls report that he is good, clean for striving to he good students,
•in front of the Washington school building.
good athletes, and good citizens.
True there is a policewoman stationed im- factors double traffic hazards as well as company.
mediately in front of the Porter school. add to other hazards to the youth required Sam Walker is mentioned here Too many youths take their cues
not so much because he is rated from two hit crapshooters, poolTrue Safety Patrol boys from both schools to frequent the vicinity.
The officials responsible for public safe- as the city's best high school foot- room punks, hug-eyed wine heads,
do a commendable job, considering their
And
chasing chumps. Too
youth and inexperience, in helping the thou- ty should take immediate steps to handle ball player among local Negro manychippie
use such scums' characters
sands of pupils who attend the two schools. the situation more adequately. The first youth. Of course, that's a great as models. Most of them do so
distinction in itself. He is mentionStill uniformed police officers are need- step is the assignment of trained police of- ed
here not because he is a good because the scum seem to get
ed in the immediate area when the schools ficers in the area during the school traffic student in school. And that ton Is the most attention and most pubare taking in and being dismissed. They periods at least.
very commendable. He is mention- lic approval.
That applause the other night
ed here not because he is rated
as a nice boy. And everyone knows was a mighty fine way to combat
that is a reputation to be coveted juven0e delinquency. . . gives
by any boy.
praise, applause. and prizes to
But Sam Walker is mentioned good boys. Selah.

Our Opinions

Policeman Needed At This School

Books As Christmas Gifts
Of A Community Nature

Afro-Americans live in a pre- AMERICAN CULTURE, setting I WANDER, about the building of
dominantly white country, so our forth vividly our contributions to my writing career and at th e
fellow citizens are mostly white. the arts and literary life of Ameri- same time taking the reader
Many of them do not know us as ca. Both of these books are by around the world during my travwell as we know them. It is up distinguished colored women. A els. For all lovers of poetry, I sugto us to help educate white Ameri- handsome hook that is of interest gest Gwendolyn Brooks' charming
cans concerning ourselves. Books to anyone is the big PICTORIAL little book, BRONZEVILLE BOYS
HISTORY OF THE NEGRO IN AND GIRLS.
can help us do this.
than 1,000
Miss Brooks is one of AmeriChristmas giving is usually con- AMERICA with more
and hand- ca's most distinguished poets. And
photographs,
drawings,
friends.
and
relatives
fined to
bills collected by Milton Meltzer by Ariel Williams Holloway there
This year I suggest that the
from all over the counLrY.
is the beautiful SHAPE THEM
Christmas giving of books be enThis year has been notable for INTO DREAMS. A fine gift for
larged to include schools and
some excellent books about t h e
libraries, teachers and civic and race by non-Negro writers. A his- any book shelf, public or private.
is Arna Bontemps' STORY OF
social workers in your immediate
tory of slavery written with great THE NEGRO, a simple, beautiyou
that
suggest
community. I
sympathy for the bondsmen is fully written story-telling history
give a good book by or about the Kenneth Isl. Stampp's THE PEthat recently received the disyour
library,
local
your
to
Negro
CULIAR INSTITUTION. And a tinguished Jane Addams Award
• Quiet has come to Clinton, Tenn. It is moved away. But perhaps Clinton will serve
white
some
to
nearest school, or
book on Jazz which gives the Nethere because the federal government mov- as the lesson that Uncle Sam means busisocial worker whose contacts with gro full credit for his enormous for the current volume contributing the most to interracial goodlimited.
be
may
people
our
ed in and jailed 16 of the agitators and slap- ness about the orderly compliance of the
contributions to America's most will and understanding.
Negroes
In many communities
popular musical form, is THE
ped an injunction on further interference Supreme Court order.
themselves, or certainly numbers STORY OF JAZZ by Marshall
For children of eight to twelve,
•with the orderly processes of integration.
culthe
about
little
know
us,
of
You can't legislate love, we agree, but Ignorance with a Lordly con- The Clinton, Tenn., incident is a
Then there is GOOD- my own little illustrated history,
STEARNS.
or historical contributions of BYE TO UNCLE TOM by J. C. THE FIRST BOOK OF NEGROES,
To the Pharisees who are forever you can certainly enforce law and maintain !....tnpt for others presents situa- clear example of the results of the tural
race to world and national his- Furnas who presents some pro- might serve as an introduction to
preaching that you can't use force to make order, the same as the man who runs a red tions which are helpless, hopeless euties and obligations of a citizen tory. This Christmas it might be vocative
views on the race prob- our thrilling past.
very helpful to give a present of lem. And there is MIRACLE IN
In the same FIRST BOOK serpeople comply with desegregation. this must light and endangers the lives of other peo- and dangerous. This type of ignor- ies and obligations of a citizen
e:1:e is the results or the product caused by the teachings and prac- a good Negro book to a colored,
C. ies for youngsters, I have three
Laurence
about
MISSISSIPPI
be disconcerting to say the least. "It takes ple. Besides, nobody's asking for love for of shell - psychology. The results tice of shell - psychology.
or predominately colored school
THE FIRST BOOK OF
time for these things to work out" is always the Negro children who are going to school of creating a circumsribed ear for Rev. Paul W. Turner, pastor of near you, or to the colored branch Jones, the dynamic Negro head others,
RHYTHMS, THE FIRST BOOK
the stock in trade remark of these procras- in Clinton or any place else. All they want the mind which is displayed in hu- Clinton First Baptist church, is a library if you live in a town of Piney Woods School, by Les- OF JAZZ, and THE FIRST BOOK
lie Harper Purcell. And an exceltinators who really don't want time to ever is respect and the right to learn in peace. man traits, feelings and actions. shining example of the attitude of where such facilities are still lent hook on the history of segre- OF THE WEST INDIES, all with
mob).
the
defied
lodge
psychology
(He
unyielding
man.
free
local
The
hard,
or to the
catch up with the Supreme Court order.
gation, C. Vann Woodward's pictures in color designed to apUp until now, the Justice Department that one is better because of his He is also an example of a great separate.
rooms where people meet, or to THE STRANGE CAREER OF peal to early readers.
However, after the hoodlums and the has been reluctant to use its authority and locale, his race, his virtues, his American and a good Christian. the community center. If your
JIM CROW.
The libraries, schools, lodges,
professional race baiters got out of hand President Eisenhower has been equally re- politics or his religion constitutes My hat is off to him. May his church or lodge or community
centers, or individuals
and beat up a white minister who was es- ticent about "interfering" in local affairs. the greatest barriers to true citi- tribe increase.
center has no library, help one to Of the several Negro autobio- community
graphies published this year, per- books make happy and lasting
this
book
cona
a
giving
have
to
thing
by
one
is
It
zenship.
started
What
has
get
happened
at
be
Clinton
should
corting the Negro children to school, the
haps for schools and libraries gifts. Many, many people can enJustice Department decided it was time to convincing that if the Matter is left to the A citizentry is a system of free viction and quite another to have Yuletide as a beginning. full of that. of MARIAN ANDERSON joy a book. If given to one memgive,
to
these
book
proud
demonstrate
to
equal
A
courage
and
rights
men
equal
with
the
bigots RS Rev. Paul Turner has said, there
take a firm hand in the situation.
family, all the family
proud history out of the Negri) would be tops. Henry Arm- ber of a
privileges — Laws describe the convictions.
will be nothing but anarchy.
a hook. If given to a
read
can
AND
GLORY
GLOVES,
recent
strong's
Murray's
Pauli
limits of each citizen's freedom, Convictions are like good Inten- past, is
Now there is law and order at last. So
this GOD is of interest to men and school or club, dozens of people
published
SHOES,
willingness
the
They
PROUD
need
guarana
and
as
tions.
rights
privileges
The
haven't
given
agitators
up.
They
severe are the provisions of the federal inand now receiving excellent boys. For stage struck girls, Ear- may enjoy it. A little community
junction against further interference that are busy trying to devise new ways of ham- tee that the freedom, rights and to make the sacrifices necessary fall
in the newspapers and tha Kilt's THURSDAY'S CHILD gift-giving of books this Christreviews
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The more this strong antidote is applied, place limits on their growth and ods to carry out the
It is regrettable that the harassment of
development physically, mentally of an individual or of few indivthe Negro children and their parents be- the quicker will be the cure for the whole or socially.
iduals because they are too afraid
came so unbearable that some quit and some problem.
The primary purpose of the pub- to atti mpt the job alone.
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zenship is not a one-way street law abiding community, state or southern culture, Elvis
the human race. I am not alfor the few at the exclusion of the nation is an individual one. Every Memphis, wriggles and whines can understand why I am not
together, I think, opposed to this.
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ported, protected and enjoyed by within himself or herself that "1 Nothing But A
The old adage that there is more than than as the benevolent protector oi the all citizens if it is to be lasting, am going to make myself fit to unsophisticated elements in the make up the human race. All of as long as they are not used to
ca- hurt anyone or cause anyone to
one way to skin a cat can be applied in the people.
There can be no unimportant in- be a free individual." "I am going population, particularly the teen- us seem to have an infinite
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dividual in a free society neither to prepare myself to make my agers, howl
case of Joe Louis and the Internal Revenue
'The case is all the more shocking be- can there by any indespensible in- grentect contribution by lifting my glee. The rise to fame and for- ourselves, individually and col- If it somehow makes John Doe
Service to mean, that there is more than cause of Joe's untarnished record both as a
happy to think he is better than
dividuals. A citizen is only free to mental horizon above me and mine tune of this odd child of nature lectively.
one way to kill a man: One is to pick his
fighter and a good citizen and his long suf- obey the law, not his law, but in my search for the best things has not been fully explained by I will always remember the I am, I am not greatly conlive flesh dollar for every dollar he makes. fering patience in his trial by ordeal. In his the law of the land,
those who have studied both El- classic statement of the former cerned. Maybe this conceit is the
In life "
vis Presley and the kids who wor- wife of Father Divine who was only thing that keeps him from
It's apparent that somebody high up prime and at the height of his career, he
ship him. There is a missing link in court explaining to the judge jumping in the lake. The only
•in the IRS has a determined carnivorous fought generously for charity, turning over
in this situation somewhere.
By Walt Disney
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why she wished to get a divorce. time I get aroused is when he
Be that as it may, I do think Sister Mary told the Judge, "I tries to employ this conceit in a
grudge against the Brown Bomber and will his entire purses to worthy causes.
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that perhaps Mr. Presley may be thought he was God but I found pattern of behavior that affects me
not stop until they have picked his bones
He served his country well in the
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close to an important out he was just a damn man." end my kind. What a man thinks
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philosophic truth when he sings
does not bother me so much as
meal. Certainly, there has never been a of
Perhaps some of the popularity what he does or causes to be done.
complaint when the Internal Revenue
"You Ain't Nothing But A Hound
more revolting case of meanness in the name Service
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ed for by the fact that his
plications of this song title.
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While a broken Joe is struggling
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$65,668 in the trust funds Joe set up for in his lifetime, his children and maybe
this effort, man's prisdetermining how we stack up in shocking to those who have ro- Even in
them on the grounds that he already was their children will become the innocent vicis apt to show.
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human
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the esteem of the so-called lower mantic illusions
in debt to Uncle Shylock, pardon us, we tims of the debt that never ends.
race, who can almost lead themanimals.
I have gone far afield in trying
mean Uncle Sam.
Personally, I think the human selves to believe, for instance, to find some clues to the mystery
Some time ago, we made the claim
race is greatly overrated. I have that the toilets are not used in of the appeal of Elvis Presley
And just why is it that Uncle is pick- that Uncle Sam was taxing the boxing inbeen watching and studying man- Buckingham Palace.
who will earn this Year almost
ing on Joe Louis? Nobody really seems to dustry out of business and discouraging
kind for over 40 years and the I have nothing against illusions as much as a major division
know the answer, but there have been per- anybody from making a livelihood out of
more I see and learn, the more nor do I wish to give the im- of General Motors. Perhaps it is
skeptical I become. I have a feel- pression that I am misanthropic a mistake to try to reduce the
sistent reports that somebody inside of the clean sports. However, we can't recall aning also that a great many peo- or dislike my fellows. On the con- public's taste to rational terms.
service who just has a deep bias against other case so glaring in abuse by the govple have a sneaking suspicion trary, I not only like my fellows, Maybe it would be just as wep if
Negroes period has consistently overruled ernment as that of Joe Louis.
man has an inflated concep- I like hound dogs and jackasses we discuss the subject with the
that
all attempts to scale down the staggering
tion of himself.
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too. I do not deny either that thought that either the people
penalties imposed on the ex-fighter.
One of the ways I think I have there may be a spark o. divini- who like him or Mr. Presley or
ing hearts for Hungarians and we're bleedbeen able to free myself of a ty in man. I merely mean that both are crazy.
It just doesn't make sense that under ing right along with Uncle Sam while he is
great deal of racial and religious on the has of the record and my
Be that as it may, T think there
normal circumstances anyone could ac- sobbing and tossing all regulations to the
prejudice is to contemplate man- personal knowledge men seems to
"Hey, George, look! I'm a diplomat!"
a wagon load of Philosophy
is
cumulate that much debt to the govern- four winds to help these unfortunates. All
kind as a whole and consider the come much closer to being an
in his famous song. "You Ain't
ment and no matter how you look at it, laws we want added is a little decency for a namerits of the entire human race, ass than an angel
Nothing But A Hound Dog." HurUnlike Elvis Presley's song, how.
or no laws, it puts the government on the tive American whose only offense has been
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!Why Jo Ann
Didn't Return
To Clinton Hi

•.•••••••

F:diter's Note: Herbert Allen'
daughter, Jo Ann, IS, was on
of ;he first Negro students to b
' enrolled in the previously at
white Clinton High school. Sh
was the only Negro pupil not t.
return to classes when schoo
reopens Monday because thi
family left Sunday for Califoi
nia. In the following article, Allen tells why,

EW SHAPE

By HERBERT ALLEN

ROBINSON, jr..
JACKIE
proudly examines Spingarn
medal presented his (anions
dad at NAACP luncheon at
Hotel Roosevelt in New York.
Looking on are Mrs. Robinson,

and TV variety show king Ed
Sullivan, who made the presentation. The spingarn medal is
awarded annually by the
NAACP
for
distinguished
achievement. It was presented

the Brooklyn Dodger baseball
star "for his superb sportsmanship, his pioneer role in
opening a new field of endeavor for young Negroes and
his civic consciousness."

"I like the Mew Bus System..1

tAs told to INS)
CLINTON, Tenn. — (LNS) —
We're leaving for California today
(Sunday) because I want my kids
to have a better break than I did.
I don t believe there will be an!
opportunity for my children in
Tennessee because no matter how
much education they get here,
there's no place for them to use
it.
guess you'd call me stubborn
for letting the school situation
keep me in Clinton this long, but
now that integregation seems assured I want to go where my
children will have a chance.
You see, I had a chance for a
job in California last summer but
we didn't go. Jo Ann and I are
both stubborn and we thought we'd
just tough it out.
Someday, a long time in the ill, Lure, she's going to be a doctor
— a pediatrician.
I think everything will be all
right in Clinton now that the FBI
has stepped in, but you never '
know.
Sometimes you have a big fire
and a rain comes along and puts
it out and you hope it's all over.

•

•
JO AN S ALLEN
But then when It's dry, a little
smoke comes out, and then more
smoke, and finally a wind comes
along and whoosh, up goes the
blaze again. Well, this is the rainy
time, but there's still a little smoke
around.
I don't know of any economic
pressure put on us to give up our
fight for integration in school.
Most of us worked for the government but the others who ivorked
in town did not lose their jobs.
In fact, a lot of white people
have been mighty sympathetic
with our cause.
But I can't take it any more
We're going to California.

Mix Drivers
'Of Buses In
Okla. City

ride i iu work regularly.
Shown boarding the bus is Peter
Hutchins, who lives at 335 Ayers
St. and rides :lie bus regularly to
his job at a downtown hank
"Personally, as far as I am concerned," hc says, "I find the new
bias system perfectly satisfactory.And he has a word of good advice
for other bus riders: "If people
would just find out exactly which
bus they should take—and then

a schedule for that bus—
tIcy'd know when their bus was
due. and wouldn't have to wait"
You. too. will like your bus cornpany's "new look." Just remember
mast route numbers have been
changed, and route names indicate the final destination of the
bus. Learn the route number and
designation of your route ... and
f in doubt, call your bus company
Information Center, JA 7-1636.

Try this *ow bus system yourself.
You'll like if. ton'
now. sciiererer you go .. .
GO MODERN—GO BUS!

rib,

NOTE:'To serse you better at
night—seven•nights a week—
all buses on Main street bill arrive
Monroe on the hour' and half hour, between Madison and
beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
and will leave five minutes later.
(For example, at 7:35, 8:05,
8:35 p.m. and so on, up till midni
ght.)The last bias leaves at
12:10 a.m.

For Complete Information
on
New Routes and Schedules,

Call JA 7-1636

YOUREUSCOMPANY
Oil MEMPHIS STREET RA#LWAY
CO

OKLAHOMA CITY — (INS) —
the City Bus co. here yester
day
hired the, first Negro to drive a
company bus because of what the '
firm described as favorable public
opinion since desegregating passengers earlier this year.
Assistant General Manager Doug
Bowers said that a new policy of
the company will be to accept applications of qualified men regardlesss of race.
Seating restrictions on city buses
were abandoned last spring when
the U. S. Supreme Court ruled
that segregation was unconstitutional on city buses as well as
inter-state routes.
EXTRA BOARD
The first Negro driver, Robert
Harris, 21, will undergo a threeweek training program and then
take his turn on the "extra
board," where route assignments
are made daily.
• Bowers said the decision to hire
drivers without regard to race
came after a meeting with Negro
leaders of the Urban League and
Citizens' Chamber of Commerce I
in the city.
Edward Smith of the Urban
League pointed out that integration of drivers worked out satisfactorily in other Oklahoma cities,
including Tulsa.
BEST APPLICANT
Smith said that Harris was
among the hest applicants screened, and he explained:
"We believe the temperament
of the public is right and that the
community will accept Negro'
drivers. However, the first one
will make or break the public and
wanted to be sure we had a
good representative for the job."
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